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Abstract 

Between 13 February and 12 March 2004, the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) conducted a survey 
of the Galeya language, which is spoken on the east coast of Fergusson Island in Milne Bay Province, 
Papua New Guinea. The goals of the survey were (1) to identify dialect boundaries within the language; 
(2) to investigate language vitality, particularly as indicated by language change and bilingualism; and 
(3) to determine the extent to which the Galeya people could potentially participate in the development 
of their language, based on levels of education in the area. The team conducted sociolinguistic interviews 
to assess vitality, used self-evaluation questionnaires to evaluate proficiency in Dobu and English, and 
elicited wordlists for lexicostatistical comparison. Four distinct dialects (Galeya, Basima, Ulua, and 
Gameta) were identified, but all four dialects can reportedly understand the central Basima dialect. The 
Galeya language appears to be vital, and there are educated individuals in the area who could 
potentially be involved in language development. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Language name and classification  

Speakers of the language referred to as Galeya [gar] by Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) live in Sebutuya and 
Momo’awa wards. People in Duduna, Lau’oya, Ulua, and Gameta wards gave other names for the 
languages they speak. In all of the wards from Sebutuya to Gameta, people reported speaking four 
languages:  Galeya (alternative spelling: Garea), Basima1 in Duduna and Lau’oya wards, Ulua in Ulua 
ward, and Gameta in Gameta ward. In this report, all the dialects in these wards will be referred to as 
the Galeya language. According to the sixteenth edition of Ethnologue, Galeya’s linguistic affiliation is 
Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, Oceanic, Western 
Oceanic, Papuan Tip, Nuclear, North Papuan Mainland-D'Entrecasteaux, Dobu-Duau. Other languages in 
the Dobu-Duau family are Bosilewa [bwf], Bunama [bdd], Dobu [dob], Duau [dva], Mwatebu [mwa], 
and Sewa Bay [sew] (Lewis 2009). 

1.2 Language location 

The Galeya-speaking people live on the northeastern area of Fergusson Island, part of the 
D'Entrecasteaux Islands of Milne Bay Province, Papua New Guinea. Most of the villages2 are along the 
coast between Seasea village on the northeast coast and O’oya village, south of Sebutuya (Sebutuia) Bay. 

1.2.1 Maps 

Map 1 indicates the location of the Galeya language area in Papua New Guinea. Map 2 shows the 
governmental ward units in the Galeya area.3 Most Galeya speakers identify more with their wards than 
with the language group as a whole. For example, three of the names given for the language in section 
1.1 are ward names. Map 3 through Map 8 show villages within each ward. Note that these maps only 
include villages that the survey team visited or walked through.4 Map 1 was created by Sara Van Cott. 
Maps 2–11 were created by Alison Kassell and Margaret Potter. 

                                              
1People in some villages in Lau’oya ward gave Lau’oya as the name for their language, but also grouped themselves 
under ‘Basima’ as a name for their language. 
2Here and throughout the report, the term ‘village’ is used interchangeably with the term ‘hamlet.’ 
 See section 1.5.1. 
3This map does not indicate exact ward boundaries, as the survey team was not able to obtain Global Positioning 
System (GPS) points for the boundaries. 
4There are more than 160 villages in the Galeya area, with many villages having fewer than three houses.  
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Map 1. Galeya language area in Papua New Guinea 

 
Map 2. Governmental wards in the Galeya area 

 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Map 3. Gameta ward 

 
Map 4. Ulua ward 

 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Map 5. Lau’oya ward 

 
Map 6. Duduna ward 

 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Map 7. Momo’awa ward 

 
Map 8. Sebutuya ward 

 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Map 9 gives approximate language boundaries on east Fergusson Island.5 Map 10 indicates the 
locations of government and religious facilities used by Galeya people, including schools, aid posts, 
health centres, churches, and mission stations. 

Map 9. Language boundaries 

 

                                              
5As with Map 2, this map does not show exact boundaries. 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Map 10. Facilities6 

 
 

1.3 Population 

The 2000 census (National Statistical Office 2002) lists a total population of 2,623 for the six Galeya 
wards. Table 1 shows the number of households and people counted in each of the six wards, as well as 
the total figures. 

                                              
6Note for the reader: In case it is difficult to distinguish the colour codes on your copy of this report, locations of 
church denominations are listed here. United churches are located in Kenan, Yoridan, Lau’oya, Gubayawe, and 
Sebutuya. There is a United mission station in Wadalei. Catholic churches are located in Lau’oya, Momo’awa, 
Alalate, Taigwana’oya, and O’oya. There is a Catholic mission station in Budoya. There are SDA churches in 
Pwepwe’ura and Sebutuya. There is a Kingdom Hall of the Jehovah’s Witness in Yaya. 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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Table 1. Galeya population 

Ward Households Population 
Basimaa 147 727 
Duduna 89 408 
Gameta 47 219 
Momoawab 35 180 
Sebutuya 166 805 
Uruac 58 284 
Total 542 2,623 
aPresumably, the ward called ‘Basima’ in the census is the ward   
local people refer to as ‘Lau’oya’. 
bSpelled ‘Momo’awa’ in this report. 
cSpelled ‘Ulua’ in this report. 

 

1.4 Previous research 

1.4.1 Troolin and Engkvist 

In October 1996 David Troolin, SIL surveyor, and Leif Engkvist, SIL linguist working in the Molima 
language on Fergusson Island, conducted a preliminary survey and report of the Galeya language. They 
identified two dialects (Basima and Galeya) at an average of 75 percent lexical similarity but concluded 
that the two dialects were one language. 

Engkvist and Troolin stressed that theirs was only a preliminary survey, as time constraints did not 
allow them to visit very many villages, to have any contact with mountain villages, or to fully investigate 
the sociolinguistic situation of the area. More details regarding Engkvist and Troolin’s findings are given 
in section 2.1.2. 

1.4.2 Lithgow 

SIL linguist David Lithgow conducted extensive research in Milne Bay Province, particularly among the 
languages in the D’Entrecasteaux Islands. One of his major studies was on language shift towards Dobu, 
which is a language widely spoken in the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, both as a trade language and as the 
main language used in churches. In his study on language change, Lithgow (1992:34) concluded that the 
southern dialect of Galeya had experienced massive change toward Dobu (22 percent change in 
vocabulary in twenty-five years) and that the northern dialect had experienced moderate (9 percent) 
change during the same time period. The survey team sought to continue this study on language change 
in order to ascertain whether change was continuing to take place (see section 3.4). Articles referring to 
this and other research on the Galeya language by Lithgow are listed in the references section of this 
report. 

1.5 Sampling 

1.5.1 Macro level sampling 

Prior to the survey the team expected to find about a dozen main Galeya villages, ranging in size from 
200 to 800 residents, as well as between 70 and 100 hamlets, containing only a few houses each. Upon 
arrival in the Galeya area, it became apparent that there were no large villages, but only numerous small 
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hamlets, most with just a few houses. In each ward area, the team endeavoured to find the largest or 
most prominent hamlet7 where sociolinguistic interviews were carried out and wordlists were collected.8 
Self-evaluation interviews, evaluating proficiency in English and Dobu, were generally done in villages 
that were randomly selected from a list of all of the villages in the ward, although these lists of villages 
were sometimes incomplete. The number of households reported during the survey for Gameta, 
Momo’awa, and Ulua wards (47–48, 36, and 60, respectively) were very close to the numbers reported 
during the 2000 census, suggesting that the village lists used for these wards were fairly complete. 

A list of all the village and hamlet names collected by the survey team is given in table 29 in 
Appendix A. This table lists 147 locations, but there may actually be between 160 and 180 villages or 
hamlets among the six wards. Table 2 lists villages and hamlets where the survey team worked. 

                                              
7Referred to interchangeably as hamlets or villages throughout the report. 
8This often coincided with the location of a church or school. 
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Table 2. Village sample  

 Ward  Village/Hamlet name  Work completeda  Survey contact 
Dobu language area Budoya  WL  1 night 
Duduna Boyodudu  SEQ  Partial day 
Duduna Duduna  SEQ, LU  Partial day 
Duduna Guletoto’unu  SEQ, LU, CP, R, YWL  2 nights 
Duduna Mebulibuli  SEQ  Partial day 
Duduna Yaya  SEQ, LU, CP, R, E, WL  2 nights 
Gameta Esiesiye  SEQ  Partial day 
Gameta Kenan  R  5 nights 
Gameta Mena’i (1 and 2)  SEQ  Partial day 
Gameta Negwara   SEQ  Partial day 
Gameta Sabwala'e  SEQ  Partial day 
Gameta Seasea  SEQ, LU, CP, CU, S, WL, 

 YWL 
 Partial day 

Lau'oya Arana  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau’oya Audegwasi  S  Partial day 
Lau'oya Aumwata  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau'oya Bedeli (part of Wegiliu)  SEQ, WL  3 nights 
Lau'oya Degimwanea  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau'oya Gaburarana  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau'oya Legulegu  SEQ  1 night 
Lau'oya Oluwete  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau'oya Omwea  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau'oya Pwasiaula  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau’oya Pwepwe’ura  LU, R  Partial day 
Lau'oya Tapwana  SEQ  Partial day 
Lau’oya Toipwara  CP, CU  Partial day 
Lau'oya Tomwemwa  SEQ  1 night 
Lau'oya Wegiliu (includes Bedeli)  SEQ, R  3 nights (Bedeli) 
Momo’awa Apua’eha  SEQ  1 night 
Momo’awa Bwarawe  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Bwidowa  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Dewasiga  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Ebo’eboya  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Momo’awa Mission  R, S  1 night 
Momo’awa Mowai  SEQ, LU, CP, E, WL  1 night 
Momo’awa Nepana  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa To’apola  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Wada’aniona  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Waiwi  SEQ, WL  Partial day 
Momo’awa Wela’ila’i  SEQ  Partial day 
Momo’awa Yumwana  SEQ  Partial day 
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 Ward  Village/Hamlet name  Work completeda  Survey contact 
Sebutuya Bibio  SEQ, LU, CP, CU, R,  

 YWL, WL 
 Multiple partial days 
 (slept at Sebutuya) 

Sebutuya Gugula  SEQ  Partial day 
Sebutuya Kokauta  LU, CP, CU, E, WL  Partial day 
Sebutuya Mataburia  SEQ  1 night 
Sebutuya Mwakikiki  SEQ  Partial day 
Sebutuya Sebutuya  Create SEQ, SEQ, S  3 nights 
Sebutuya Taigwana’oya  R, S, YWL (at school, 

 youth from Asadebana) 
 2 nights 

Sebutuya O’oya  S  Partial day 
Ulua Bwanabwana/Tapewari  SEQ  Partial day 
Ulua Dimwadimwa  SEQ, LU, WL  1 night 
Ulua Duduna  SEQ  Partial day 
Ulua Gwabegwabea  SEQ, YWL  1 night 
Ulua Mwa’ola  SEQ  Partial day 
Ulua Tutuana  SEQ  Partial day 
Ulua Yoridan  SEQ, LU, CP, CU, R, S, 

 WL 
 1 night 

aSEQ stands for self-evaluation questionnaire, WL for wordlist, YWL for a wordlist elicited from a young person, 
LU for a language use questionnaire, CP for a contact patterns questionnaire, R for a religious organisations 
questionnaire, CU for a culture questionnaire, E for education interview of the community, and S for education 
interview of school staff. 

1.5.2 Micro level sampling 

Language use, contact patterns, and culture interviews were conducted with groups of people in the 
village. For language use interviews in particular, the survey team sought to have a group representing 
both men and women in several age categories, but due to the small size of some hamlets where 
interviews were conducted, it was not always possible to have all of these categories represented. For 
example, there were not always old women present. Culture interviews were typically done with groups 
of men. The interviewees often included Galeya speakers from neighbouring hamlets, especially when 
hamlets were less than one kilometre apart. The interviews were often dominated by the people who 
could speak English, but the survey team felt that the responses given were typically consistent with the 
group consensus. 

In villages with a church, the survey team interviewed the pastor and/or other church leaders, 
depending on who was available at the time. In villages with a school, teachers or headmasters were 
interviewed, and in villages without a school, small groups were asked to provide information such as 
where village children go to school, and how many villagers have completed various levels of education. 
Sampling for self-evaluation questionnaires is discussed in section 3.5.2. 

2 Dialect boundaries 

The first goal of this survey was to identify how many dialects are spoken from Gameta ward to 
Sebutuya ward. In order to define dialect boundaries, the survey team considered reported dialect 
boundaries, dialect attitudes, reported comprehension, and lexical similarity. 
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2.1 Previous research on dialect boundaries 

2.1.1 Research by D. Lithgow 

Dr. David Lithgow and Philip Staalsen of SIL conducted a language survey of the D’Entrecasteaux 
Islands9 of Milne Bay in 1964. They elicited wordlists from the survey area and then used these wordlists 
to produce an initial classification of the languages in the area, along with dialect divisions. They 
considered two speech communities to be “separate languages and mutually unintelligible if the 
percentage of cognates between lists of vocabulary items is less than 81%” (Lithgow and Staalsen 
1965:4). They joined dialects together as members of a single dialect group if the similarity of these 
dialects to each other was greater than their individual similarities to the central dialect.10 The dialects 
of the Galeya11 language were thus grouped into two dialect groups: Northern (Gameta, Ulua, and 
Basima) and Southern (Sebutuya and Garea), with cognate percentages shown in table 3. See Appendix 
C.1 for further details on wordlists collected by Lithgow. 

Table 3. Cognate percentages—Lithgow and Staalsena 

Galeya     

92 Sebutuya    

82 82 Basima   

79 77 90 Ulua  

75 73 87 94 Gameta 
aBased on research from 1964; this table appears in Lithgow 
1976:459. 
 

Lithgow also investigated the phonological and grammatical structure of the languages of the 
D’Entrecasteaux Islands, summarized in his article “Austronesian Languages: Milne Bay Province” 
(1976). He does not, however, make distinctions between dialects; he simply refers to the Galeya 
language as a whole. 

2.1.2 Research by Troolin and Engkvist 

As mentioned in section 1.3.1, David Troolin, SIL surveyor, and Leif Engkvist, SIL linguist working in the 
Molima language on Fergusson Island, completed a preliminary survey and report of the Galeya 
language in October 1996 while investigating the dialects of the Molima language. They spent three 
nights in the Galeya area and visited five villages along the coast. In the report they also suggested that 
there are two Galeya dialects, Galeya and Basima. In the Basima dialect they included Gameta, 
Aomotana, Ulua (Wagili’u), Lau'oya, Basima (Gubayawe), Eiatoto-unu, Duduna, Yaya Point, and possibly 
Wadalei and Bowada.12 They included in the Galeya dialect Sebutuya (Watuyuwa) and, possibly, 
Didikaia and Keboluai.13 

                                              
9Goodenough, Fergusson, and Normanby Islands. 
10The central dialect is defined as the dialect having the most shared cognates with all other dialects of the language. 
11Galeya is referred to as Garea by Lithgow and Staalsen in 1965 and Galeya by Lithgow in 1976. 
12Bowada was not listed by respondents in the 2004 survey. On old maps it is located on the coast, north of 
Sebutuya Bay. Bowada was mentioned by the pastor in Sebutuya who said he had been there for training. 
13Neither Didiakaia nor Keboluai were listed by respondents in the 2004 survey. On old maps Keboluai is located 
inland from Sebutuya Bay, south of the current location of Bibio. Similarly, old maps locate Didikaia as being 
somewhere on the border with the current Momo’awa and Sebutuya wards, or perhaps in Momo’awa ward. 
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Table 4. Galeya villages by dialect—Engkvist and Troolin (2002) 

Basima dialect Galeya dialect 
Gameta Galeya 
Aomotana Subutuia/Watuyuwa 
Urua (Ulua)/Wagili'u (Didikaia) 
Lau’oya (Keboluai) 
Basima/Gubayawe   
Eiatoto-unu   
Duduna   
Yaya Point   
(Bowada)   

 

In addition to the above villages, the report listed more than seventy hamlets under five wards: 
Lau'oya, Basima, Duduna, Sebutuya, and Momo’awa. Engkvist and Troolin reported that the Basima 
dialect villages are all within a few kilometres from the coast, although Momo’awa ward has some inland 
villages. 

Unlike Lithgow, whose dialect division was based purely on lexicostatistics, Engkvist and Troolin 
based their dialect conclusions on both lexical and sociolinguistic data. They compared the wordlists and 
identified two dialects (Basima and Galeya) with an average of 75 percent lexical similarity between 
them.14 

Table 5. Lexical similarity percentages—Engkvist and Troolin (2002) 

Yaya 

95 Gubaiyawe 
(Basima)  

90 88 Wagili'u 
(Urua) 

78 73 75 Gameta 
 

Engkvist and Troolin’s percentages were significantly lower than Lithgow’s (e.g. they gave a 
percentage of 72 percent similiarity between Basima (Gubaiyawe) and Sebutuya compared to Lithgow’s 
82 percent).15 However, they came to the same conclusion, that there are two dialects, Basima and 
Galeya. In addition to the linguistic data, they also considered sociolinguistic factors. They reported that 
the people in the Basima-speaking villages said they could understand and communicate with the Galeya 
people. This perception of being one group affected mutual intelligibility, and placed them in the same 
language, although different dialects. 

In addition to their conclusion on dialect boundaries, Engkvist and Troolin also charted 
characteristics of the language in terms of grammar and phonology, though once again, as in Lithgow’s 
work, this was a general overview of the language as a whole with no reference to possible dialect 
differences. 

                                              
14Engkvist and Troolin used a rule of 50% phonetic similarity in order to calculate the lexical similarity percentages. 
“Phonetic similarity is defined as sounds that display a ‘reasonable amount’ of physical similarity (Crystal 
1987:161), which in this report, was based on the IPA character chart. If two sounds were more than two squares 
away, either vertically or horizontally, they were classified as different” (Engkvist and Troolin 2002:19). 
15See Engkvist and Troolin (2002:19) for a possible explanation of discrepancies. 
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2.2 Reported dialect boundaries 

When collecting data for the language use questionnaire, the surveyors asked people how they group 
themselves based on language. Groups of men and women16 were asked to list the villages where people 
speak exactly like them as well as the villages where people speak the same language but differently. The 
interviews were often dominated by the people who were more proficient in English, but the survey 
team felt that the responses given were typically consistent with the group consensus. 

The residents of the Galeya area reported four different dialect groups: Galeya (Momo’awa and 
Sebutuya wards), Basima (Lau’oya and Duduna wards), Ulua (Ulua ward), and Gameta (Gameta ward). 

Reported data suggests that the dialects spoken from Gameta to Sebutuya wards make up a dialect 
chain with Basima at the centre. People in the Basima area included the other three dialects as part of 
their language, and said that of these three, Gameta is most different from their own. People in every 
dialect agreed that they belong to the same language as Basima. Residents in Sebutuya ward (farthest 
south), however, said that Ulua and Gameta17 are not part of the same language as them. But the people 
in Gaula (Momo’awa ward, to the northwest of Sebutuya) did include Ulua and Gameta in their language 
group. 

The most frequently mentioned difference between these dialects is that the Galeya dialect uses ‘h’ 
where the other areas use ‘s’. For example, the word for ‘friend’ in the Galeya dialect is hegu, but it is 
segu in Basima, Ulua, and Gameta. People reported that the difference between the dialects is in 
pronunciation rather than vocabulary. Residents in all areas referred to those in other areas as either 
“pulling,” “cutting,” or “twisting” the words.18 There were, however, some references made to lexical 
differences between the areas, such as the word for ‘taro’, reported as dedeba in Ulua but bwagau in 
Gameta, or the word for ‘fish’, which was reported as iana in Lau’oya and daidai in Ulua. 

Some people reported further dialect distinctions within these broad areas with minor distinctions in 
pronunciation; however, these views were not held by the whole community (see Appendix B for further 
details). 

In summary, although people identify themselves under four different dialect names, people from 
every dialect area include people from all the other dialects as speaking the same language with a 
different accent, with the exception of people in Sebutuya ward who do not include people in Ulua and 
Gameta wards as a part of their language group. All of the villages surveyed group themselves with the 
central Basima dialect. 

2.3 Intelligibility 

No intelligiblity testing was done during this survey. Rather, questions about intelligibility were asked of 
groups during the language use interviews. Respondents were asked whether they could understand 
neighbouring dialects, whether a six-year-old child could understand the other dialects, and whether 
there were any dialects that were hard to understand. 

In general, it was reported across the whole area that the people are able to understand the other 
dialects, from Gameta down to Sebutuya. Most people said they can understand even if the people from 
other dialects are whispering, fighting, or trying to keep something a secret. 

Gameta was the dialect most often reported to be the least understandable. Residents in the Basima 
area said that Gameta is perhaps the hardest dialect to understand because they do not know Gameta 
words that are borrowed from Maiadomu, a language to the north of Gameta. In the Galeya dialect area 

                                              
16In some villages no women participated in the discussion. 
17Respondents in Bibio said they didn’t really know what language is spoken in Gameta, but it isn’t the same as 
theirs. They also said Lau’oya is a different language, although Basima is the same, so perhaps there was some 
confusion over terms. 
18Gameta residents were said to “pull” the words spoken by those in Lau’oya. Residents in Sebutuya said that Basima 
residents “pull” the words, or twist them round. Ulua residents were said to “cut” the words spoken by residents in 
Gameta. People in Ulua said the speech of those in the Galeya dialect was “fast.” 
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(Sebutuya ward), where people said that Gameta and Ulua were different languages, they also said that 
they can understand “easy things” in those two dialects but not “hard ones.” Residents in Gameta said 
they can understand everything in the other three dialects. 

Overall, it was reported that children can understand the other dialects as well as the adults can, 
although in Dimwadimwa (Ulua) it was reported that children’s comprehension is limited to simple 
language. People in Bibio also said that there are some things children cannot understand in other 
dialects. In Gameta it was reported that children can only understand the speech of people as far south 
as Basima, excluding the Galeya area and inland Duduna ward. 

In summary, most of the dialects were reported to be mutually intelligible, and people from every 
dialect report that they can understand Basima. The fact that comprehension was reported to be lower 
among children suggests that intelligibility between dialects is, at least in part, dependent on contact. In 
general, according to what was reported, people are aware of the differences in pronunciation and 
vocabulary between dialects and can understand each other. 

2.4 Lexical similarity 

2.4.1 Wordlist elicitation 

The team elicited 190 items19 following the English version of the SIL-PNG survey wordlist (1999 
revision) in the villages shown in table 6.20 The survey team took additional wordlists from young people 
in the areas where Lithgow took his 1964 and 1989 lists.21 Lithgow suggests that vocabulary elicited 
from school children reflects the language currently used, more than vocabulary given by older people 
who know the older words (1992:43). 

Table 6. Villages where wordlists were elicited 

Village name Ward Language name 
given 

Young person’s 
wordlist 

Yaya Duduna Basima  
Guletotounu Duduna Basima X 
Bederi Lau’oya Lau’oya / Basima  
Bibio Sebutuya Galeya  
Bibio Sebutuya Galeya X 
Kokauta Sebutuya Galeya  
Mowai Momo’awa Galeya  
Asadebana Momo’awa Galeya X 
Waiwi Momo’awa Galeya  
Seasea Gameta Gameta  
Seasea Gameta Gameta X 
Dimwadimwaa Ulua Ulua  
Yoridan Ulua Ulua  
Gwabegwabeya Ulua Ulua X 
aThis wordlist was disqualified from the comparison since the person used for 
elicitation was not a native speaker from Ulua; he grew up in Gameta. There were 
no other potential informants. 

                                              
19Twenty of these items were phrases that were not used in the lexicostatistical comparison. 
20Additional wordlists were also elicited in Budoya which is in the Dobu area (see section 3.4.2). 
21Lithgow and Staalsen (1965) refer to five dialects: Sebutuia, Garea, Basima, Urua, and Gameta. See section 3.4 for 
further discussion on Lithgow’s wordlists. See section 3.4.2 for more information on young people’s wordlists. 
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All wordlists were elicited in English by the same member of the survey team. The adult lists were 
elicited from a small group of respondents, as opposed to individuals, in order to avoid problems due to 
word taboos and also to avoid uncommon and borrowed words. For the primary respondent the surveyor 
chose one mother tongue speaker of the dialect who had grown up in the village being surveyed, and 
whose parents were also from that village. This person was recorded during elicitation. 

In the first village, Yaya, the surveyor sought to elicit as many synonyms as possible for each gloss. 
She then decided on the synonym that best matched the meaning of the English gloss and sought to elicit 
the same synonym in the following villages. 

2.4.2 Wordlist comparison 
 

The wordlist comparisons were completed using Blair’s standard (1990:31–33). Of the 170 words on the 
SIL-PNG standard wordlists, five were not used in any comparison. In three of these cases there are no 
corresponding words in the Galeya language.22 In the other two cases, the items were disqualified 
because the words elicited in different villages represent different lexical items and cannot be 
compared.23 There were also thirty-seven glosses for which entries were not entered for at least one 
wordlist, because it was believed to be one of the following: 

• the wrong word for the gloss 
• a synonym 
• the same word as given for a different gloss 
• an English word. 

A list of these glosses can be found in table 31 in Appendix C.2, along with glosses for which no entry 
was given in at least one village. 

There were thirty-six cases in which words were considered lexically similar even though they did 
not meet the criteria stated above. A list of these can be found in table 31 in Appendix C.2. The number 
of comparisons between wordlists therefore ranged from 140 to 159 lexical items. 

The wordlists shown in table 7, elicited by Lithgow in 1964, were compared again using the method 
previously outlined. See table 30 in Appendix C.1 for more details on Lithgow’s wordlists. 

Table 7. Wordlists elicited by Lithgow 

Year Village Language name given Item numbers 
1964 Gameta Gameta Barracks 1–100 
1964 Ulua Gameta Barracks 1–100 
1964 Degimwanea 

(Lau’oya) 
Gameta Barracks 1–100 

1964 Basima village Galeya dialect 1–100 

                                              
22Cassowary (gloss 42), bean (gloss 134), and string bag (gloss 138). 
23Stick (gloss 109) and not (gloss 161). 
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The comparison of the wordlists as outlined yielded the lexical similarity percentages24 in table 8. 

Table 8. Lexical similarity percentages 

Bibio (S)      

 

 

Ward 
S = Sebutuya 
M = Momo’awa 
D = Duduna 
L = Lau’oya 
U = Ulua 
G  = Gameta 
YP = Young Person’s Wordlists 
 

88 YP Bibio (S)    

88 91 YP Asadebana  (M)  

88 88 92 Kokauta (S)   

86 88 92 93 Waiwi (M)    

82 85 89 88 94 Mowai (M)   

75 73 79 77 81 84 Yaya (D)   

74 74 78 76 82 83 91 YP Guletotounu (D) 

71 72 75 75 78 80 88 91 Bederi (L)     

69 68 73 70 74 75 83 84 87 YP Gwabegwabeya (U)   

68 68 71 66 71 72 77 78 84 95 Yoridan (U)  

64 64 71 65 70 72 77 80 81 89 92 YP Seasea (G) 

65 65 70 65 70 71 76 78 84 89 88 92 Seasea (G) 

                                              
24All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. In the comparison of 150 words, fractions of percentages are not significant (Simons 1977:84). 
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The following figures represent ranges of error for the percentages shown in table 8. Range of error is calculated from the “cognate percentage, the 
number of words compared, and the reliability codes25 from the catalogue for each word list. The calculation is such that the higher the reliability of the 
lists, the narrower the range of error. The true cognate percentage is predicted to be within a range of the measure Percent plus or minus the Variance 
value” (Wimbish 1989:59–60). 

Table 9. Variance matrix 

Bibio             
4.3 YP Bibio           
4.4 3.9 YP Asadebana          
4.2 4.2 3.7 Kokauta          
4.5 4.3 3.7 3.4 Waiwi         
5.5 5.3 4.7 4.8 3.4 Mowai        
5.8 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.2 5.5 Yaya       
5.8 5.9 5.7 5.7 5.2 5.5 3.7 YP Guletotounu     
6.1 6.0 5.9 5.7 5.5 5.9 4.3 3.9 Bederi     
6.3 6.3 6.1 6.2 6.0 6.5 5.2 5.0 4.5 YP Gwabegwabeya  
6.3 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.7 5.6 5.5 4.9 3.0 Yoridan   
6.4 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.6 5.6 5.3 5.2 4.1 4.2 YP Seasea 
6.3 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.0 6.6 5.7 5.5 4.9 4.3 4.3 3.5 Seasea 

                                              
25The wordlist reliability code is based on the reliability of the wordlist data. All wordlists elicited on this survey, with the exception of Mowai, were given the reliability code 
C–Average survey situation with good bilingual informants and satisfactory opportunity to double check. The wordlist in Mowai was given the code D–Average survey situation, but 
difficulties in bilingual elicitation and not satisfactorily double checked, because there was some difficulty in eliciting words, and communication with the only potential 
respondent was sometimes difficult. For further information on reliability codes, see Wimbish 1989:31. 
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In his 1977 article “Lexicostatistic Tables,” Simons gives significance tables whereby, depending on 
the number of words compared and the confidence level of the wordlists, one can determine, for any 
given percentage, what the closest percentage that might be considered to display a significant difference 
is.26 Using the table for 150 comparisons, at a confidence level of 0.10, it is possible to say that, for 
example, if one percentage is 82 percent, the closest percentage above it to display a significant 
difference is 88 percent. In applying this method to table 8, many of the differences cannot be 
considered significant differences in lexical similarity.27 There are few cases where there is a significant 
difference between the young people’s (YP) wordlists and those taken from adults in the same (ward) 
area when both are compared with wordlists from other ward areas.28 The two Ulua ward wordlists (YP 
Gwabegwabeya and Yoridan) did show a significant difference when compared to the Duduna wordlists 
(Yaya and YP Guletotounu). In this case, the YP wordlists have a higher lexical similarity percentage in 
both cases, perhaps reflecting greater contact with the Duduna area since the children from Ulua and 
Duduna all go to school at Lau’oya. For the rest of the comparisons in this section on dialect boundaries, 
the YP wordlists will be discounted because they cloud, rather than clarify, the results. 

If one removes the YP wordlists from the chart, the results can be represented as in table 10. Dark 
shading indicates a percentage of 81 percent or higher. Light shading indicates a percentage of 81 
percent or higher if the variance shown in table 9 is added to the figure in this table. 

Table 10. Lexical similarity percentages without YP wordlists 

SEBUTUYA     WARDS IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
ABOVE  
Village Names 

Bibio SEBUTUYA    
88 Kokauta MOMO’AWA  
86 93 Waiwi MOMO’AWA    
82 88 94 Mowai DUDUNA    
75 77 81 84 Yaya LAU’OYA  
71 75 78 80 88 Bederi ULUA  
68 66 71 72 77 84 Yoridan GAMETA 
65 65 70 71 76 84 88 Seasea 

2.4.3 Analysis 

A comparison of all the wordlists elicited reveals a range of 65 percent to 94 percent in lexical 
similarity,29 with an average similarity of 78 percent. These results can be given at a confidence level of 
0.10 (Simons 1977:81). The highest lexical similarity percentage is between Waiwi and Mowai (94 
percent), while the lowest percentage is between Bibio and Seasea (65 percent). Map 11 shows lexical 
similarity and reported dialect boundaries. 

                                              
26The table for 150 words was used, even though there were between 140 and 159 comparisons made for each 
wordlist elicited. A confidence level of 0.10 was used (see Simons 1977:98–99). 
27It is not possible, for example, to state that the Bibio wordlist is more lexically similar to Waiwi than to Kokauta 
because the difference between 88% and 86% in this instance is not significant. It is possible, however, to say that 
Bibio is significantly more lexically similar to Kokauta than to Mowai because the difference between 88% and 82% 
is significant. 
28The only exceptions to this are the results for the comparison between the Young Person’s wordlist in Asadebana 
(Galeya dialect) and Mowai (89%), and the Waiwi wordlist and Mowai (94%). However, it should be noted that 
Waiwi is adjacent to Mowai in the table, indicating that it in general, it is closer to Mowai in lexical similarity.  
29When the variance is considered, it may actually be 58% to 100%.  
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Map 11. Lexical similarity and reported dialect boundaries 

 
To a large extent, the reported dialect groupings on the right side of Map 11 mirror the 

lexicostatistic groupings on the left side, except that there is a perceived dialect difference between Ulua 
and Gameta wards that is not necessarily indicated by the reported intelligibility and lexical similarity. 

The dialects spoken along the northeast coast of Fergusson Island from Gameta to Sebutuya wards 
appear to make up a dialect chain. Blair defines a dialect chain as occurring “when a string of dialects is 
marked by small differences between nearby dialects but by greater differences between dialects at the 
end of the string” (1990:22). The dialects on the northeast coast of Fergusson Island show both small and 
gradual changes from village to village,30 and a greater difference between villages that are 
geographically farther apart.31 

Based on lexical similarity and reported groupings, there seem to be three main groups in the dialect 
chain: the Gameta and Ulua wards group in the north; the Basima group covering Lau’oya and Duduna 
wards; and the Galeya group covering Momo’awa and Sebutuya wards in the south. 

In the chain the Basima dialect can be considered central, both geographically and in terms of lexical 
similarity. The Basima dialect shares a lexical similarity of 80 percent with the northern grouping (Ulua 
and Gameta), and 78 percent with the southern grouping (Galeya). No other dialect shares above 70 
percent similarity with all other dialects in the chain. 

According to Swadesh, dialects of a language are between 81–99 percent cognate, while languages of 
a family are 36–81 percent cognate (Z’Graggen 1975:3). This division is also followed by Lithgow who 

                                              
30There is no sudden jump in the percentages of lexical similarity from one village to the next; all neighbouring 
villages share at least 84%. The only village which shares a significantly greater lexical similarity with a 
neighbouring village in one direction than it does with a village in the other direction is Mowai, which shares 84% 
with Yaya as opposed to 94% with Waiwi. 
31For example, the similarity between Mowai and Waiwi (94%), both located in the mountain area of Momo’awa less 
than one kilometre apart, is significantly greater than that of Mowai and Yaya (84%), which are located ten 
kilometres apart. The similarity between the two farthest villages, Seasea and Bibio, is 65%. 

© SIL-PNG. Geodata from 
http://worldgeodatasets.com 
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states that “[n]ormally two speech communities are considered to be separate languages and mutually 
unintelligible if the percentage of cognates between lists of vocabulary items is less than 81 percent” 
(Lithgow and Staalsen 1965:4). 

However, the idea that two varieties with less than 81 percent shared cognates are two separate 
languages must be taken as a guideline rather than a rule. While two speech forms are considered the 
same language when they have 81 percent or more shared cognates, different guidelines for determining 
what constitutes a language apply when using lexical similarity figures. Blair writes that varieties with 
lexical similarity as low as 60 percent may be considered dialects of the same language, where 
intelligibility is above 80 percent (Blair 1990:23), and this guideline is more commonly used within SIL. 
As pointed out by Engkvist and Troolin (2002:20), Wurm and Laycock emphasised that it was a 
“common phenomenon in New Guinea that languages sharing less than 81 percent of basic vocabulary 
cognates are mutually intelligible” (Wurm and Laycock 1961). Therefore, taking into account the 
difference between lexical similarity and shared cognates, as well as the Papua New Guinean context as 
described by Wurm and Laycock, it makes sense to use Blair’s standard rather than the 81 percent 
guideline. 

Considering Blair’s guideline, given that all the wordlists compared share more than 60 percent 
lexical similarity, the question then becomes whether all of the dialects are mutually intelligible. Blair’s 
guideline is that among similar dialects, or dialects of the same language, there should be intelligibility 
such that a person in one dialect could score 80 percent on a comprehension test of a recorded text in 
the other dialect. No comprehension testing has been done between the dialects in this survey, so no 
percentage can be given to quantify the intelligibility between them. The opinion of the survey team, 
based on what people reported regarding intelligibility (see section 2.3), is that there is some doubt that 
people would score 80 percent on a recorded text comprehension test of the dialects that are farthest 
from their area; it does seem possible that Basima is intelligible enough to the other dialects that people 
from every dialect would score 80 percent on a test of the Basima dialect. 

2.4.4 Comparison with Lithgow 

Comparing the current similarity percentages with those calculated by Lithgow (see table 3) reveals that 
all the similarity percentages recorded by Lithgow are higher than those from the current study. This 
may indicate that different synonyms were elicited, but is most likely a reflection of different methods of 
comparison. Table 11 shows the percentages obtained when several of Lithgow’s wordlists32 were 
compared using the current study’s similarity criteria as described in 2.4.2. 

Table 11. Lithgow’s 1964 wordlists reanalysed 

Degimwanea 
(Basima)    
98 Basima   
79 76 Ulua  
77 80 88 Gameta 

 

The recalculated percentages above do not differ significantly from the results of the present survey. 
In fact, the relative differences (even when using Lithgow’s percentages) are similar, so that Gameta and 
Ulua are shown to be closer to each other than to Basima, as are Galeya (Momo’awa) and Sebutuya. 
Lithgow’s results do, however, show Basima as being significantly more lexically similar to Ulua and 

                                              
32See table 30 in Appendix C.1. Wordlists by Lithgow collected in Sebutuya were not reanalysed, since the only 
wordlist to be found had only fifty words recorded, and with such a list it would be necessary to have a lexical 
similariy difference of over 10% in order to give any significant results. The range of error with a list of fifty words 
is too great. 
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Gameta than to Galeya and Sebutuya, which presumably led to his distinction between northern and 
southern dialects, with Basima belonging to the northern dialect along with Gameta and Ulua.33 

2.4.5 Comparison with Engkvist and Troolin 

Engkvist and Troolin (2002:6) suggest only a tentative table representing the dialect situation in the 
area. When considering their percentages, it is interesting to note the following: 

• The similarity between Ulua and Gameta is lower (75 percent) than that of the current survey (88 
percent). 

• The similarity between Yaya and Gubiayawe (Basima villages), and Gameta is lower (73 percent and 
78 percent, respectively) than that of the current survey (80 percent). 

• The similarity between the Basima villages and Gameta is not significantly different from the 
similarity of Basima to Sebutuya, implying that Basima is a central dialect. 

The differences that exist between Engvist and Troolin’s results and the results of the current study may 
be due to different synonyms being elicited. Also, none of the wordlists, with perhaps the exception of 
Yaya, were elicited in exactly the same hamlets, so the comparisons are not being made between the 
exact same locations. Because this is a dialect chain, it is necessary to compare wordlists from the same 
locations in order for a second comparison to be accurate. 

2.4.6 Summary of lexicostatistical analysis 

The wordlists collected throughout the Galeya language area give a range of 65 percent to 94 percent 
lexical similarity. All villages share at least 84 percent lexical similarity with the geographically closest 
villages in the comparison. Even the villages that are geographically farthest apart share at least 65 
percent lexical similarity. 

The dialects do form a chain from north to south. The differences in lexical similarity change fairly 
regularly from village to village; the differences between neighbouring villages in the comparison range 
from 6 percent to 16 percent, and the average difference between neighbouring villages is 12 percent. 
There is not a very clear lexicostatistical break in the chain, but there is some division between three 
ward groups: Ulua/Gameta, Lau’oya/Duduna, and Momo’awa/Sebutuya. The average lexical similarity 
between villages within each ward group is 88 percent. 

Among the dialects in the chain, the Basima dialect is central both geographically and 
lexicostatistically. Basima averages 80 percent similarity (ranging from 78 percent to 81 percent) with 
the other three dialects, and no other dialect shares above 70 percent similarity with every other dialect 
in the chain. 

2.5 Dialect attitudes 

During group interviews guided by questionnaires, people were asked which villages or dialects they 
viewed as important or prestigious. See secton 1.5.2 for information about sampling techniques. 

There is no village or dialect that was reported by people from all the villages surveyed to be the 
most prestigious. All the villagers in Momo’awa ward, with the exception of people in Mowai village, 
said their own dialect is the most prestigious. People in Momo’awa ward, however, reported the Basima 

                                              
33See section 3.4.2 for limitations to Lithgow’s wordlists and the current comparison. Lithgow (1976) states that he 
later modified the analysis of languages originally made by himself and Staalsen in 1965. Since (amongst other 
reasons) their criteria for determining cognates were not uniform, they may not have always used the same list as 
the central dialect of a particular language, and on reworking the cognate counts according to a new criterion, he 
obtained “somewhat different results.” The figures given for percentage cognates between the Galeyan dialects in 
1976 are, however, the same as those quoted in Lithgow’s 1965 article. 
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dialect to be prestigious, and people in Ulua ward reported that people from neighbouring islands often 
learn the Basima dialect rather than other dialects. Reports from each ward are as follows: 

• Sebutuya: In Bibio it was reported that the Sebutuya ward is most prestigious because it is the first 
ward in the Galeya dialect area,34 and the people in Sebutuya speak “straight.” In Kokauta the village 
of Wedibuna (Momo’awa ward) was said to be most prestigious because historically, it is the place 
that they came from, although few people live there now. 

• Momo’awa: All villages were reported to have equal prestige. Basima was reported to be the most 
prestigious dialect because they use ‘s’ (as opposed to ‘h’). 

• Lau’oya and Duduna: Basima village was reported to be the most prestigious because the name of the 
dialect is taken from there. The Basima dialect was reported to be most prestigious because it is 
geographically central, it is easier than other languages, and the Basima dialect borrows fewer words 
from Dobu than the Galeya dialect does. 

• Ulua: People reported that their own dialect is the most prestigious because it is clear to everyone, 
although they also commented that people from nearby islands learn the Basima dialect over other 
dialects from Gameta to Sebutuya. Within the Ulua dialect, one elderly man in Bwanabwana village 
is said to speak Ulua the best because he speaks the “original Ulua.” 

• Gameta: People reported that the way of speaking in Duduatete is the most prestigious within 
Gameta because it is clearer, easier to understand, and spoken by more people than the Nuwaya or 
Miyatetete varieties are. 

When asked what languages they want their children to learn, two villages (Yoridan in Ulua ward 
and Duduna in Duduna ward) reported that it is important for their children to learn other dialects in the 
chain before learning Dobu or English. 

Local teachers in the dialect chain area all reported that people hold positive attitudes towards their 
own dialects. However, one teacher from outside the dialect chain area who was working in Sebutuya 
ward reported that the people in the area feel funny because their language is not a “common one” (i.e. 
not spoken outside their own area the way that Dobu is used as a regional language of wider 
communication), and hence, they do not feel free to speak it to others outside of their community. 

2.6 Conclusion 

People from Gameta ward to Sebutuya ward divide themselves into four main language groups: Gameta, 
Ulua, Basima, and Galeya. Gameta and Ulua are spoken in the wards by those names, Basima is spoken 
in Lau’oya and Duduna wards, and Galeya is spoken in Momo’awa and Sebutuya wards. These four 
dialects make up a dialect chain. 

The Basima dialect appears to be both geographically and linguistically central within the Galeya 
dialect chain. It is the only dialect that shares over 70 percent lexical similarity with every other dialect, 
and people from every dialect reported that they can understand the Basima dialect. 

3 Language vitality 

The second goal of this survey was to assess the vitality of the Galeya language. This assessment is based 
on reported and observed language use in villages, schools and churches, levels of emigration and 
immigration, language attitudes, and language change. Specifically, questions related to this goal are as 
follows: 

• Are young people speaking the local dialect less than older people? 
• Do elementary schools give instruction in the local dialect? 
• What languages are used during church services and by church leaders? 

                                              
34It is not clear in what sense they meant first. 
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• What proportion of the population are immigrants from another language area, and do the 
immigrants and their children learn the local dialect? 

• What languages do people want their children to speak, and do people think that their language will 
be spoken in the future? 

• Are any of the dialects continuing to become more like Dobu because of language borrowing? 
Reports were gathered in group interviews, following questionnaires. The groups were composed of 

as many people as could come in the village being surveyed. The survey team aimed to gather the 
opinions of both men and women from a variety of age groups, although in a few villages no women 
participated. Reports about schools were given by teachers as well as by the community in group 
interviews, and church leaders were interviewed regarding language use during church services. 
Language attitudes were reported by groups in group interviews and by individuals as a part of the self-
evaluation questionnaire evaluating proficiency in Dobu and English. 

3.1 Language use 

The survey team used group interviews guided by the SIL-PNG language use questionnaires to collect 
reported language use data. These reported data were collected in ten villages: Asagamwana, Bibio, 
Dimwadimwa, Duduna, Mowai, Guletoto’unu, Kokauta, Pwepwe’ura, Yaya, and Yoridan. Throughout the 
survey the team members took note of the languages they heard spoken around them, although they 
could not distinguish between vernacular dialects. Therefore, on many occasions team members also 
asked local people what language was being used at the time. Additionally, they also asked their guide, 
who spoke both Dobu and Galeya, to give some overall impressions of how much Dobu he heard people 
speaking, and how well they spoke it. The survey team found that observed data coincided, for the most 
part, with what people reported. Reported and observed language use data indicate that the Galeya, 
Basima, Ulua, and Gameta dialects are vital. The vernacular is the language used with family members in 
the home and in the carrying out of traditional practices surrounding marriage, death, and resolution of 
disputes. 

3.1.1 Children’s reported language use 

Adults in all villages surveyed reported that children learn to speak the local dialect first, that they 
perceive the children as speaking it as well as adults do, and that children use it as their primary 
language. Some children in Sebutuya, Lau’oya, and Basima wards learn to speak Dobu, but not 
proficiently. Children learn to speak English in school. 

Adults in all villages surveyed reported that children speak in their dialect when they talk to their 
grandparents, parents, siblings, and playmates. One village reported that children also speak some 
English to their playmates, although most often they use the vernacular. Children sometimes sing in 
English, Dobu, and Tok Pisin, in addition to the vernacular. People in one village said that children 
sometimes sing in Motu, and another village said they sometimes sing in Iamalele. 

Adults in four villages reported that children do not mix other languages with their local dialect. 
Adults in five villages reported that children mix Dobu with their local dialect, and two of those villages 
reported that children also mix English with their local dialect. One village, Yoridan (Ulua ward), 
reported that children mix English, but not Dobu, with the vernacular. Most adults feel that mixing with 
other languages is not good, but a few, especially the young adults in Gameta, feel that mixing is not 
bad. Adults in Duduna village (where they reported that their children do not mix languages) said that 
they think mixing Dobu and Galeya is acceptable because Dobu is popular. 

3.1.2 Children's observed language use 

Children were observed speaking their local dialect almost all of the time. Occasionally, older children 
spoke to the survey team in English. 
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3.1.3 Adults’ reported language use 

It was reported in all villages surveyed that adults of all ages and both genders use the vernacular when 
speaking to their family members—specifically to their parents, siblings, spouses, and children. In Mowai 
the only exception noted was that if a man were married to a Dobu woman, then he would speak Dobu 
to his wife, and both Dobu and Galeya to their children. However, they said that most people are 
married to people from their own language group, and they use the vernacular to speak to their family 
members. 

Table 12 compiles the responses for ten villages—Asagamwana, Bibio, Dimwadimwa, Duduna, 
Mowai, Guletoto’unu, Kokauta, Pwepwe’ura, Yaya, and Yoridan—reporting language use in certain 
domains. In the chart one can see, for example, that all ten of the ten villages surveyed reported that the 
local dialect is used when praying at home. 

Table 12. Language use by domain 

Domain Local English Dobu Tok Pisin Motu Tawala Muyuw 
Arguing with family 10       
Praying at home 10 3 10     
Organizing wedding or 
funeral feasts 

10  1     

At the local market 10 2 2 1    
Joking 10 2 2     
Playing sports 10 3 2     
Outsiders who know 
your language 

9 1 2     

In village court 9a 1 1     
In Alotau (town) 2 9 5 5 4 1 1 
aThis question was not asked in one village. 

 

The local dialect is clearly the dominant language in the home and for interactions with other people 
in the dialect area. People sometimes use English or Dobu in domains where they interact with local 
dialect speakers, such as joking, as well as in domains where they interact with outsiders, such as at the 
market and playing sports. While in town, people commonly use English, Dobu, and Tok Pisin. Other 
languages may also be used occasionally in town, but only by a few individuals. As noted in section 
3.1.7, Dobu, English, and the vernacular are frequently used during religious services. 

If people in the six wards were shifting from the local dialects to another language as their primary 
language, one might expect to see a greater number of villages reporting use of a language other than 
the local dialect, and a decrease from old age to middle age to youth in the number of people reporting 
local dialect use. Because every village reported that the local dialect is used by young people, and 
because the local language is the most widely used language in all domains, except in town where people 
must speak a trade language, it does not seem that people in the area are shifting to another language. 

3.1.4 Adults' observed language use 

Adults were observed speaking the vernacular to each other almost all of the time. Whenever the survey 
team asked villagers what language was being spoken, they invariably said that it was the local dialect, 
and the team’s guide observed that people in Duduna, Lau’oya, Ulua, and Gameta wards were not 
speaking any Dobu. The one exception was in church, where Dobu is the primary language used (see 
section 3.1.7). 

Sometimes the survey team heard people use an English or a Tok Pisin word while speaking in the 
vernacular. The English words were often used to scold children (e.g. “naughty girl”). Additionally, once 
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in Sebutuya a young man was overheard speaking several sentences of Tok Pisin. In Taigwana’oya adults 
mostly spoke the local dialect to each other, but during a celebration one woman started speaking Tok 
Pisin, and a few others joined in the conversation in Tok Pisin. After a few minutes, everyone went back 
to speaking in the vernacular. At the same gathering, one woman called out to another in English, telling 
her to come forward. Also, two men in Gameta were overheard speaking to one another in Tok Pisin. 
However, as previously stated, instances of people using languages other than the local dialect were rare. 

Adults communicated with the survey team in English, or via an interpreter. In Yaya a few people 
conversed with the survey team in Tok Pisin. 

3.1.5 Code mixing 

People in half of the villages where language use interviews were conducted said that adults, as well as 
children, mix other languages with the local dialect, particularly Dobu, and also English. Some people 
worry that mixing will bring about the death of their language. For example, in Sebutuya two men said 
that the people were mixing with Dobu so much that they thought the Galeya dialect would fade away. 
One man said that now people mix languages more than their grandparents did. A teacher from the 
Tawala language (Milne Bay) working at Taigwana’oya School also said that young people and children 
mix more Dobu with the vernacular than the older generation does. An elementary teacher said that 
people have not properly learned all of the words in the Galeya dialect. 

During the wordlist elicitation in Kokauta (Sebutuya ward), it seemed in several instances that the 
respondents first thought of the Dobu word and then had to search for the Galeya word, recognising that 
the first word that came to their minds was Dobu. For example, when asked for the word for ‘pig’, they 
gave the Galeya word, but later used the Dobu word for ‘pig’ when translating the sentence ‘the man 
shot and ate the pig’. Similarly, in Bibio (Sebutuya ward) during the wordlist elicitation, people often 
seemed to recall the Dobu word first and then find the local word. For the gloss ‘dog’, they gave both the 
Dobu word and the Galeya word, but when translating several sentences that had the word ‘dog’ (e.g. 
‘the man hit the dog’), they consistently used the Dobu word. 

People in Ulua ward reported that they do not mix Dobu with the local language as much as people 
in Momo’awa and Sebutuya wards do. Although it was once pointed out in Gubayawe that someone used 
a Dobu word in a vernacular sentence, the team’s guide observed that people in Duduna, Lau’oya, Ulua, 
and Gameta wards were not speaking any Dobu, nor were they mixing Dobu words into the vernacular. 
It appears that the farther one travels north (away from the Dobu language area), the less people mix 
Dobu with their dialect. 

In summary, people almost always use the local dialect, though they sometimes mix in English or 
Dobu. The practice of mixing Dobu with the vernacular is especially common in Momo’awa and Galeya 
wards, which are geographically closest to the Dobu language area. 

3.1.6 Language use in education 

Elementary schools 

The presence of functioning vernacular elementary schools, as outlined in section 4.3, is a factor 
contributing positively to language vitality. Since elementary schools were founded (1997–2002), 
children in all six wards have had the opportunity to begin their education with teaching in the 
vernacular. All teachers are from the ward in which they teach, with the exception of one teacher in 
Gameta ward who is from Ulua ward.35 The teachers use the local dialect in the classroom, although 

                                              
35He was born in the Amphlett Islands, but his father is from Ulua, and he went to live there when he was young. 
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some English is used in term four of Elementary 2 (E2) in order to bridge to English instruction in 
primary school.36 The teachers make books in the local dialect. 

The teachers reported that the children always use the vernacular amongst themselves. There are a 
few children who attend from other language groups,37 but they must learn the vernacular in order to 
speak with the local children. 

Primary schools 

Students in Sebutuya and Momo’awa wards stay within their dialect area to go to primary school at 
Taigwana’oya. Students in the Basima, Ulua, and Gameta dialect areas go to primary school at Lau’oya, 
in the Basima dialect area. At the primary schools, there are few students that come from outside of the 
dialect chain area. Whilst there are a few students from the Dobu area at Momo’awa school (see 
Appendix E for details on school attendance), they are very much the minority. Similarly, at Basima 
Primary School there are nine children from Bosilewa, plus the teachers’ children, but once again, 
children from outside the Galeya language area are in the minority. The teachers reported that amongst 
themselves, the children always speak the local dialects. 

Whilst the medium of education at the primary schools is English, the teachers who know the local 
dialect do use it in class. There are no teachers who are originally from the six wards in the dialect 
chain, but several teachers speak one of the dialects because they were either brought up in the area or 
married in. The grade three teacher at Basima knows the Basima dialect well and uses it to help the 
children transition to English. All the teachers at Momo’awa Primary School are from the 
D’Entrecasteaux Islands and so speak some Dobu. Those who do not know the Galeya dialect use Dobu, 
in addition to English, to explain things, but the teachers reported that they have to speak slowly in 
Dobu in order for the children to understand. Outside class, the teachers use Dobu or English amongst 
themselves, and Dobu when talking to other adults in the village, unless they know Galeya in which case 
they use that. 

Children are not officially prohibited from using the vernacular while at school. They are, however, 
encouraged to speak English, particularly from grade five upwards. The national policy of using English 
for primary education is being followed, as much as is possible. For the most part, however, English is 
not used outside school. 

3.1.7 Language use in religious organisations 

The survey team sought to identify all religious organisations currently active in the area; get a brief 
overview of their history;38 learn about current leadership including leaders’ training and whether or not 
leaders speak the vernacular; and ascertain what languages are used in religious services. Since religious 
organisations are the largest institutions in the Galeya language area, language use in the religious 
context is significant. 

In order to collect this information, the survey team interviewed leaders from all four organisations 
found in the area: the Catholic Church, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Seventh-day Adventist Church, and United 
Church. Interviews were guided by the church questionnaire developed by the Sociolinguistics section of 
SIL-PNG. The survey team also attended church services in order to observe language use. Reported data 
indicates that Dobu and Galeya are the primary languages used during church services, but the survey 
team observed primarily Dobu and English, although some vernacular was used as well. It is possible 
that, when the survey team was present, more English was used in order to accommodate the surveyors. 
                                              
36Comments from the headteacher at Basima Primary School indicated, however, that the children do not really 
know English when they start primary school, so one might conclude that the amount of bridging is minimal. But 
how much would one expect students to learn in one term? 
37There is one Dobu child at the Taigwana’oya school, and one child from the Amphletts (Gumawana language) and 
another from Bosilewa at the Ulua school. 
38History of religious organisations is included in Appendix G. 
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Table 13 shows which religious organisations are active in each ward. The survey team found that 
the United Church is the dominant religious group in the area, with a presence in every ward except 
Momo’awa. The second largest group in the area is Catholic, followed by Seventh-day Adventist and 
Jehovah’s Witnesses. 

Table 13. Religious organizations by ward 

Ward Religious organisations present 
Duduna Jehovah’s Witnesses, United 
Gameta United 
Lau’oya Catholic, Seventh-day Adventist, United 
Momo’awa Catholic, Jehovah’s Witnesses 
Sebutuya Catholic, Seventh-day Adventist, United 
Ulua United 

Language use of religious leaders 

Since United Church pastors usually spend three years in one community before moving on to another, it 
is hard for them to learn the local language. Of the three United Church pastors serving in the dialect 
chain area at the time of the survey, only one spoke the local dialect as a first language. The other two 
are from other areas on Fergusson Island and they could not speak any of the local dialects. 

While the Catholic bishop and priest who oversee the area are both expatriates, catechists are chosen 
locally and are from the communities in which they serve. They all speak the local dialect as a first 
language except for the catechist at Lau’oya who speaks Dobu. 

The SDA Church has one pastor who oversees all six wards. His interaction with the local 
congregations is limited to monthly or quarterly visits, and he does not speak any of the local dialects. 
The SDA churches are led by laymen who are elected by the local church. Some lay workers have 
attended a six-week leadership training course at Ramaga39 near Alotau. 

Jehovah’s Witness pastors attend Bible school in Port Moresby in order to be qualified for service. 
The current pastor for the congregation at Yaya speaks Motu. 

Reported church language use 

In religious organisations throughout the Galeya language area, Dobu and the local dialect are reported 
to be the primary languages used during services, although English and Tok Pisin are used as well. 

All United Church leaders interviewed reported that the church uses Dobu for the liturgy,40 hymns, 
Scripture reading,41 and spontaneous prayer.42 All of the congregations use the local dialect for 
announcements, youth services, and women’s fellowships, with the exception of the congregation in Ulua 
ward.43 Both Dobu and the local dialect are used for sermons,44 and songs are sung in many languages, 
including English, Tok Pisin, Dobu, the local dialect, Motu, and other vernacular languages. Dobu is the 

                                              
39Also known as Lamhaga. 
40The liturgy is only used for special occasions such as a baptism or marriage. 
41One congregation reads the Bible in English as well as in Dobu. 
42Three of the five congregations also pray in the local dialect. 
43The congregation in Ulua ward uses Dobu also for women’s fellowship, and Dobu and English in addition to the 
vernacular for youth services. 
44Sermons are preached in both Dobu and the local dialect in three of the five congregations. One of the churches 
only uses the local dialect, and another only uses Dobu for the sermon. 
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primary language used during midweek church meetings, although English and the local dialect are used 
as well. 

All Catholic Church leaders interviewed reported that Dobu is used for the liturgy and Scripture 
reading.45 Announcements, women’s meetings, sermons, and youth services46 are conducted in the local 
dialect. Hymns are sung in Dobu, English, and Tok Pisin, and people pray in the local dialect, Dobu, and 
English. 

Both SDA churches reported using a variety of languages for all parts of their services. Singing is in 
English, the local dialect, Dobu, and Tok Pisin. Spontaneous prayers may be in either Dobu or the local 
dialect. Speakers at both churches preach in the local dialect, although sermons in Sebutuya may also be 
in English, and the Bible is read in both Dobu and English. The church at Sebutuya conducts youth 
meetings and women’s meetings in English and Dobu, while the Lau’oya church conducts these meetings 
in Basima. 

The Jehovah’s Witnesses at Yaya use Motu, Tok Pisin, and English for their religious activities. 
Specifically, they use all three languages for spontaneous prayer, songs, sermons, and Scripture readings, 
while announcements, youth services, and women’s groups are conducted exclusively in Motu. 

Observed church language use 

According to the survey team’s observations, announcements are often given in the local dialect, but 
(with the exception of Ulua United Church) all other parts of the service are done primarily in Dobu and 
English in all denominations throughout the Galeya language area. Table 14 shows religious language 
use as observed by the survey team. 

                                              
45Two of the three congregations also use English Scripture. 
46Two of the three congregations also use Dobu for youth services. 
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Table 14. Language use observed in religious servicesa 
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 English 
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Dobu Dobu  
Dobu 
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in Dobu 

 Dobu 

Basima 
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women) 
Dobu 
(man) 

Sebutuya 
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Dobu  
English English English 

English 
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to Dobu 
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Dobu 
English 

English 
Dobu 
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English 
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and 
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except for 
pastor 
(Dobu) 

aWhere more than one language is listed, the primary language used is listed first. 
bOnly part of the service was attended by a member of the survey team. 
cAn explanantion of the theme for the service was given in Galeya for about ten minutes. 

 

3.2 Emigration and immigration 

In nine villages with a total population of around 272, twenty-five people have immigrated to the dialect 
chain area (Gameta to Sebutuya wards), mostly for marriage, and thirty-four people have emigrated out 
of the area, mostly for marriage and work. 
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About one-third of the immigrants learn the local dialect and speak it well, while about one-sixth do 
not speak the local dialect at all even after a few years in the area. People who do not speak the local 
dialect use Dobu. For the most part, children of immigrants do learn the local dialect. 

Emigrants from the dialect chain area return about once per year on average and speak the 
vernacular when they return, although their children generally do not speak the vernacular. 

3.3 Language attitudes 

The people in Sebutuya, Momo’awa, Duduna, Lau’oya, Ulua, and Gameta wards identify primarily with 
their own dialect group—Galeya, Basima, Lau’oya, Ulua, Gameta—rather than with the larger dialect 
chain. In Alotau, the provincial capital, people might identify themselves as Fergusson Islanders. 

Regarding cultural practices, three out of five villages surveyed reported that there is nothing that 
they do or make that is unique and sets them apart from neighbouring groups. Toipwara villagers 
reported that other people do not know how to make arm bands the way they do, and Kokauta villagers 
reported that they have a different way of gardening and marking ground boundaries. 

On Fergusson Island, Dobu is the most prestigious language, but people in the Galeya wards do not 
see their own language as inferior. Generally, people are proud of their language and culture. 

Adults in all ten of the villages where language use interviews were conducted said they think their 
children will speak their dialect when they grow up, and that their children will speak it to their future 
children. Residents of one village said that, in addition to the local dialect, their children will speak 
Dobu, English, and Tok Pisin to the next generation. 

People in eight of the ten villages reported that they think their dialect will still be spoken in twenty 
years, although there is some concern in the area that borrowing from or mixing with Dobu might cause 
the Galeya language to disappear before that time. In Mowai people said they were not sure whether 
their language will still be spoken in twenty years because of the mixing of Dobu and Galeya. They said 
that mixing might eventually cause their children to forget Galeya and speak only Dobu. In Guletoto’unu 
there was disagreement over the future of Basima, with some people saying that it will still be spoken in 
twenty years, and others saying that it will not be. Some people feel that Tok Pisin, Motu, Dobu, and 
English will take over and Basima will disappear in the future. 

As a part of the questionnaires used for self-evaluation of proficiency in Dobu and English, 295 
individuals were asked to answer the following questions. Responses are shown below the questions.  

(1) How would you feel if your sister47 married someone who only spoke English? 
 Positive – 20 percent Neutral – 6 percent Negative – 74 percent 

(2) How would you feel if she married someone who only spoke Dobu? 
 Positive – 47 percent Neutral – 18 percent Negative – 35 percent 
(3) How would you feel if your children stopped speaking your dialect and only spoke English? 
 Positive – 13 percent Neutral – 5 percent Negative – 82 percent  
(4) How would you feel if your children stopped speaking your dialect and only spoke Dobu? 
 Positive – 32 percent Neutral – 15 percent Negative – 53 percent 

In general, responses indicate that the attitude people have towards Dobu is more positive than their 
attitude towards English. Individuals’ answers to questions 3 and 4 give a different impression than 
group interview responses, because group responses in every village indicated that children must learn 
the local dialect before any other language, while the responses of some individuals seemed to show 
indifference to the importance of their dialect. However, although individual reports were not as 
strongly in favor of the local dialect as group reports, the majority of individuals still feel that it would 
be bad for children to not use their dialect. 

When asked to list the languages that they want their children to learn, respondents in every village 
listed the local dialect, Dobu, and English. Generally, the local dialect is considered the most important 
language for their children to learn, followed by Dobu as a second priority and English as third. 

                                              
47Sometimes this question was asked about another female relative (e.g. daughter). 
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However, two villages placed English second and Dobu third. Some people in Kokauta also said they 
want their children to speak Tok Pisin. 

Table 15 summarizes the responses to questions about people’s preferences regarding the language 
used for books and story telling.48 The responses are displayed as the number of villages reporting a 
preference out of the number of villages where the question was asked. For example, eight of nine 
villages reported that they would like to read books in their own dialect. 

Table 15. Reported language preference for books and stories 

Language preferences Local Dobu English 

In what language(s) would you like to read books?a 8/9 9/9 5/9 

In what language(s) would you like to hear stories? 8/8 1/8 0/8 
aIt seemed that the hypothetical nature of the first question led some people to not mention 
interest in having written materials in their own language, until it was clarified that the 
question meant whether they would want to read such things if they existed. 

 

Overall, the responses summarized in table 15 indicate positive attitudes towards both local dialects and 
Dobu. It appears that there is, however, a preference for the local dialects over Dobu, as only one village 
wanted to hear stories in Dobu. 

In summary, current language attitudes of Galeya speakers indicate strong language vitality. They 
hold positive attitudes towards both Galeya and Dobu, although they seem to value the local dialect 
more highly than Dobu. These attitudes suggest that they will keep speaking both languages in the 
future, likely maintaining the local dialect as their first language and continuing to use Dobu in the 
church and for communication with outsiders. 

3.4 Language change 

Research conducted by Lithgow between 1964 and 1990 shows extensive change towards Dobu in the 
Galeya and Basima dialects. In order to further assess the vitality of Galeya, Basima, Ulua, and Gameta, 
the survey team purposed to make an assessment, not just of language use (whether people are using 
their own or another language), but also of whether the dialects in the chain are becoming more like 
Dobu. Aitchison (1991:198) describes such change as language suicide that “[o]ccurs most commonly 
when two languages are fairly similar to one another. In this situation, it is extremely easy for the less 
prestigious one to borrow vocabulary, constructions and sounds from the one with greater social 
approval. In the long run, it may obliterate itself entirely in the process.” 

Research on this survey attempted to answer the following questions: 

(1) What is the relation of the Galeya, Basima, Ulua, and Gameta dialects to Dobu? 

(2) Have these dialects continued to become more like Dobu? 

(3) If such change has taken place, is it still continuing at the same rate? 

3.4.1 Previous research 

Lithgow (1992) carried out the following research, reported in his article “Language Change on 
Fergusson and Normanby Islands.” 

• He took wordlists in the area and made cognate counts in 1964, 1982, and 1989–1990. 

                                              
48The first question was not asked in one village, and the second question was not asked in two villages. 
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• In 1982 he recorded the percentage of vocabulary changes from local dialect to Dobu words, and 
charted the areas of rapid, medium, and little change on a map of the area. 

• In 1989 he calculated percentages of what he referred to as grammatical cognates. 
• In 1989–1990 he also gathered sociolinguistic data and noted that where moderate change was 

occurring, people were concerned about it, but they were not concerned in areas where there had 
been massive change. 

Table 16. Lithgow’s (1992) research results 

Dialect 1964 cognates 
with Dobu 

1989 cognates 
with Dobu 

1989 grammar 
cognates with 
Dobu 

Percent of words 
replaced by Dobu 

Basima 56 60 50 9 
Sebutuya 60 79 55 22 

 

The results from Lithgow’s research are shown in table 16. All figures are given in percentages. In all 
cases, Lithgow found that the rate of change towards Dobu, percentage of cognates with Dobu, and 
degree of Dobu comprehension were higher in Sebutuya (Galeya dialect) than in Basima. When 
examining the rate at which basic vocabulary was replaced by Dobu, Lithgow put the Sebutuya dialect in 
the category of massive change (22 percent), and the Basima (northern) dialect in the category of 
moderate change (9 percent).49 Massive change is defined as over 19 percent change in vocabulary in 
twenty-five years, and moderate change is defined as 3 percent to 9 percent change. Lithgow also 
reported that most of the languages in this area go through stages of adopting Dobu vocabulary so that 
in the first stage they use the Dobu words but identify them as foreign, in the second stage they are 
uncertain which of the two words is their own, and in the third stage the Dobu word is considered their 
own. 

3.4.2 Current measurements of language change 

The survey team decided to look at language change in two ways. The first way was to try to continue 
Lithgow's study of language change in the dialect chain by taking new wordlists in the same areas that 
Lithgow took wordlists and comparing them with the 1964 and 1989 lists. If Galeya and Basima have 
continued to become more like Dobu, then their percentage of lexical similarity with Dobu in 2004 
should be higher than Lithgow's 1989 percentage. 

The second way was to compare wordlists taken in the same year and the same areas, elicited from 
both adults and youth. If the dialects have become more like Dobu, the vocabulary of the youth would 
have incorporated more Dobu words than the vocabulary of the older generation and lost some of the 
local dialect words retained by the older generation. Lithgow (1992) states that young people are more 
likely to represent the language as it is really spoken. In order to get an accurate list of young people’s 
vocabulary, the survey team elicited words from students around fourteen to fifteen years old. 

Comparison of Galeya wordlists from 1964, 1989, and 2004 

Methodology  

Wordlists were elicited throughout the Galeya dialect chain (see section 2.4 for an outline of the 
methodology of wordlist elicitation and a table of wordlists), and a Dobu wordlist was elicited in Budoya 
on the southern coast of the island, in the Ojao dialect of Dobu. The wordlists taken during this survey, 
as well as wordlists elicited by Lithgow in 1964, 1982, 1989, and 1990, were compared using the 

                                              
49Lithgow’s methodology used for making these vocabulary counts is unclear. 
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method outlined in section 2.4.2. Two Dobu wordlists by Lithgow were compared with the current 
wordlists.50 A full list of Lithgow’s wordlists that were used in the current comparison can be found in 
table 30 Appendix C.1. 

Limitations 

There are several limitations to the methodology used to elicit and compare these wordlists for 
measuring language change. These limitations should be borne in mind when evaluating the results. 

The fact that Lithgow elicited his wordlists in Dobu while this survey team elicited its wordlists in 
English appears to be the most significant methodological difference limiting the conclusions that can be 
drawn from the present study. Lithgow elicited forms using Dobu glosses since he could speak Dobu. Not 
being able to speak Dobu, the survey team elicited the wordlists in English. Assuming that people are 
more likely to respond with forms similar to Dobu when the forms are elicited in Dobu, the 2004 
percentages of similarity to Dobu would have been higher had the wordlists been elicited in Dobu. 

Also, the survey team made a point of eliciting the “pure” local dialect forms. For example, in 
Kokauta the word for ‘pig’ was given as limwauau during the wordlist elicitation. Later, when the 
surveyor was eliciting sentences and placing the emphasis on finding out word order rather than the 
“pure” local dialect forms of the words, people defaulted to the Dobu word bauwe for ‘pig’ when saying 
‘the man shot and ate the pig.’ The 2004 percentages of similarity to Dobu may have been higher had the 
survey team not made a point of eliciting the local dialect form. 

The wordlists elicited by Lithgow all had fewer words (at most 100 words) than the current survey 
wordlists (at most 170 words). This significantly reduces the number of possible comparisons. Therefore, 
in addition to the thirty-seven cases mentioned in section 2.4.2, in the comparison with Lithgow’s 
wordlists there were fifty-four additional glosses for which at least one village was excluded from the 
comparison. The vast majority of these exclusions were made because Lithgow’s list either did not have a 
gloss, or he did not elicit a form for that gloss. In a few instances, the survey team did not enter forms 
for comparison because the word Lithgow elicited was a different synonym for the gloss. 

Furthermore, whilst every effort was made to find the exact wordlists used by Lithgow in 1964, 
1982, and 1989, it was not possible to be certain which wordlists were used because (1) nothing was 
mentioned in the 1992 article by Lithgow regarding the villages in which wordlists were elicited; (2) 
some of Lithgow’s wordlists were not dated; and (3) multiple wordlists were entered onto one sheet, 
making it difficult to match lists with villages. Consequently, no wordlists were entered for Galeya in 
196451 or for Basima in 1989. 

Lastly, some assumptions were made in entering Lithgow's forms for comparison. There were 
occasional difficulties in reading the handwriting, so some guesses were made. Also, a gloss often had a 
tick rather than a word next to it. It was assumed in these cases that the form elicited was identical to 
the gloss or to a form in a previous wordlist entered on the same page, though the meaning of the tick 
was sometimes unclear. 

Results 

Table 17 gives the lexical similarity percentages from the 2004 comparison. The figures given are 
averages for the dialect areas, as defined by Lithgow.52 

                                              
50The first was the list of Standard Dobu glosses Lithgow used to elicit wordlists (Lithgow 1992:43–46). The second 
was a Dobu wordlist elicited by Lithgow on Fergusson Island, probably in 1964. It has the same format and binding 
as the Galeyan wordlists believed to be from 1964. No location is given for the elicitation of this wordlist. 
51There was one wordlist found from Sebutuya from 1964, but it only had fifty forms entered. It is not known if this 
was the wordlist used by Lithgow. 
52Lithgow referred to two dialects: Basima, including Ulua and Gameta wards in addition to Duduna and Lau’oya; 
and Galeya, including Sebutuya and Momo’awa wards. 
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Table 17. Lexical similarity percentages between Galeya and Dobu in 2004 

2004 wordlists Standard Dobu 
(Lithgow) 

Fergusson 
Dobu (Lithgow) 

Fergusson Dobu 
(2004) 

Bibio 64 70 67 
Kokauta 64 70 67 
Waiwi 64 69 65 
Mowai 63 70 66 
GALEYA 64 70 66 
Yaya 55 55 60 
Bederi 51 51 55 
Seasea 50 50 50 
Yoridan 49 49 52 
BASIMA 51 51 54 

 

Table 18. Variance matrix for Table 17 

 
Standard Dobu  
(Lithgow) 

Fergusson Dobu  
(Lithgow) 

Fergusson Dobu  
(2004) 

Bibio 5.2 7.9 6.2 
Kokauta 5.2 7.9 6.2 
Waiwi 5.2 8.0 6.4 
Mowai 5.8 8.7 6.9 
Yaya 5.5 8.6 6.6 
Bederi 5.4 8.4 6.5 
Seasea 5.4 8.5 6.6 
Yoridan 5.5 8.7 6.7 

 

Unsurprisingly, the dialect chain wordlists have more lexical similarity with the Dobu spoken on 
Fergusson than with standard Dobu as listed by Lithgow. However, since Lithgow used standard rather 
than Fergusson Dobu in making his 1964 and 1989 comparisons, the percentages obtained using 
standard Dobu will be used for the rest of this discussion. Based on the 2004 comparisons, Lithgow’s 
study of language change can be extended to 2004 and summarized in table 19. 

Table 19. Comparisons with standard Dobu—1964, 1989, and 2004 

Dialect 1964  1989  2004  
Basima 56 60 51 
Galeya 60 79 64 

 

When the percentages for all three years are compared, there is an apparent reversal of the extensive 
change suggested by the percentages calculated by Lithgow in 1964 and 1989. The 2004 percentages for 
both Galeya and Basima areas are less than the 1989 percentages obtained by Lithgow. Even the figures 
for lexical similarity when compared with Fergusson Dobu (from either Lithgow or 2004) are still below 
the 1989 figures given by Lithgow. 

The numbers in table 19 suggest that Basima and Galeya are becoming less like Dobu rather than 
more like Dobu. In order to make sure that these numbers are comparable and that the difference from 
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1989 to 2004 is not just the result of a difference in methodology, the survey team re-compared 
Lithgow’s Basima wordlists from 1964 and his two 1989 wordlists53 with Dobu using the standard for 
lexical similarity defined in section 2.4.2. Table 20 presents the percentages for the re-comparison of 
Lithgow's wordlists. Averages for the dialect area are shown in bold. 

Table 20. Re-comparison of Lithgow’s wordlists 

 Standard Dobu 
Gameta 58 
Ulua 58 
Basima 53 
Degimwanea 55 
Basima 1964 56 
Bibio 77 
Ala alati 77 
Galeya 1989 77 

 

Table 21. Variance for re-comparison 

 Standard Dobu 
Gameta 6.9 
Ulua 6.9 
Basima 6.8 
Degimwanea 6.8 
Basima 1964 6.85 
Bibio 5.7 
Ala alati 5.7 
Galeya 1989 5.7 

 

These results are virtually identical to those obtained by Lithgow. Therefore, the apparent reversal in 
language change is not the result of a difference in definitions of lexical similarity. Based on the re-
comparison of Lithgow's wordlists using this survey's definition of lexical similarity, the only revision 
that can be made to table 19 is to lower the 1989 Galeya percentage from 79 percent to 77 percent. 

Another possible difference in methodology that would explain the decrease in similarity from 1989 
to 2004 is the difference in the number of forms that Lithgow used for comparison and the number used 
by this survey team. To make sure the results are based on the comparison of the same forms, the survey 
team made another comparison of the lists using only the 10054 words in the Lithgow 1964 wordlists. 
The resulting percentages, shown in table 22, still show a decrease in similarity with Dobu from 1989 to 
2004 in both dialects. The percentages still suggest a reversal in language change, indicating that since 
1989, Basima and Galeya have become less lexically similar to Dobu, rather than more similar. Note, 
though, that when comparing fewer than 100 words, the difference between the 1989 and 2004 
percentages is not statistically significant (Simons 1977:96). 

                                              
53No southern dialect wordlists could be found for 1989. 
54The number of forms actually compared between Dobu and other wordlists ranged from eighty-two to ninety-two 
forms. 
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Table 22. Revised comparisons with Dobu—1964, 1989, and 2004 

Dialect 1964  1989  2004  
Basima 56 60 56 
Galeya 60 77 69 

Discussion of results 

Language change is more likely to take place when there is a somewhat close linguistic relationship 
between two languages and one of them is more prestigious (Aitchison 1991:198). The Galeya dialect is 
approximately 70 percent lexically similar to Dobu, geographically next to Dobu, and in the same 
language family as Dobu, and Dobu is a prestigious language in Milne Bay Province. 

Reports throughout the language area indicate that the Dobu language has prestige. In both group 
and individual interviews on this survey, people reported a positive attitude towards Dobu. Although 
people esteem their own dialect more than Dobu, Dobu is preferred over English. People also reported 
that Dobu words are mixed with the local dialect, mostly in the Galeya dialect area. Some people are 
afraid that their dialect will be replaced by Dobu, but thirty-two percent of 295 individuals55 interviewed 
said that it would be a good thing if their children stopped speaking their dialect and only spoke Dobu. 
Furthermore, Dobu is still used as a church language and as a regional language in Milne Bay. Therefore, 
Dobu does have prestige. 

However, the prestige of Dobu may have decreased as English and the local dialects have become 
more important in education. Dobu schools were started by the United Church in the 1950s to teach 
people to read and write in Dobu, but they closed after Papua New Guinea gained independence in 1975 
and schooling began in English. Also, the relative prestige of the local dialects may have increased as 
they became the languages of instruction in elementary schools in the ten years leading up to the survey. 
It may be that both the prestige of Dobu and proficiency in Dobu have decreased as the prestige of 
English and the vernacular has increased. 

A decrease in the prestige of Dobu and proficiency in Dobu may have also decreased the number of 
Dobu words being adopted into Basima and, especially, Galeya. The results in table 22 do support the 
conclusion that language change, since 1989, has not been as extensive as Lithgow measured before 
1989. If language change had continued at the same rate, based on Lithgow’s 1964 and 1989 numbers, 
then in 2004 there would have been 62 percent lexical similarity between Dobu and Basima, and 87 
percent lexical similarity between Dobu and Galeya. Had massive language change continued in the 
Galeya dialect, it is unlikely that eliciting the wordlists in English rather than Dobu could explain an 18 
percent difference between the expected result and the actual result from this survey. It seems clear, 
therefore, that, if these dialects are changing at all, they are not changing at the same rate as measured 
by Lithgow. 

In summary, continuing Lithgow’s comparison from 1964 to 1989 on to 2004, the extent to which 
language change has occured is not clear because of methodological differences. However, there is 
reason to say that neither Galeya nor Basima are changing at the same rate as measured by Lithgow 
before 1989. The actual state of change between the two dialects and Dobu is probably somewhere 
between a limited reversal (the Galeya language may have become a little less like Dobu lexically) and 
continued change on a small scale. 

Youth to adult comparison 

Another way the survey team looked at language change was to compare wordlists taken from older 
people with those taken from younger people in the same year. If change is still occurring, the 

                                              
55These individuals were interviewed as part of a bilingualism sample for self-evaluation questionnaires. 
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vocabulary of the youth would be expected to display a higher percentage of Dobu words than that of 
the older generation. 

Methodology and limitations 

Wordlists were elicited from youth in the four areas where Lithgow had taken wordlists in 1964 and 
1989. See section 2.4 for further information about the wordlists. 

The survey team tried to elicit wordlists from youth aged fourteen to fifteen years; however, accurate 
ages are difficult to obtain in Papua New Guinea. All participants were estimated to be between thirteen 
and eighteen years of age and were current attendees of grades six to eight, with the exception of the 
two informants in Guletoto’unu who were seventeen and twenty years old and had completed grade 
seven and grade ten, respectively. 

The survey team isolated the youth so that the words elicited would more accurately reflect current 
usage, rather than the vocabulary of the older generation. The Gwabegwabea and Asedebana youth 
wordlists were elicited at school so that there were no adults present. However, the wordlists in Seasea 
and Bibio were elicited in the villages where it was difficult to prevent the adults from watching or 
coaching the young people. As much as was possible, the survey team sought to write down the words as 
pronounced by the young people. The wordlist in Guletoto’unu was only decided to be used as a youth 
wordlist after it had been taken, when it was found that no other list had been elicited in the Basima 
area specifically to represent the youth. 

A problem with isolating individuals from the group and expecting them to perform is that isolation 
makes participants feel nervous. This social discomfort may have caused the wrong words to be elicited. 
Also, the youth may have sometimes given the wrong words because there was no one to correct them or 
suggest other options. Youth at the schools were particularly nervous, perhaps because in the school 
setting, the elicitation appeared to be a test. 

Results and conclusions 

Table 23 presents the percentages of lexical similarity between youth and adult wordlists from the same 
areas.56 

Table 23. Lexical similarity percentage between adults and young people 

 Lexical similarity 
Sebutuya  88 
Momo’awa 91 
Basima (Lau'oya) 91 
Ulua 95 
Gameta 92 

 

As seen in table 23, it is evident that no youth and adult lists share 100 percent lexical similarity. 
However, the difference between the adult and young people’s wordlists can probably be attributed to 
the elicitation of different synonyms and the borrowing of English words (especially colours and 
numbers) into the youths’ vocabulary, rather than to a difference in how many words are borrowed from 

                                              
56The Young People’s (YP) wordlist from Bibio was compared with Bibio and Kokauta (Sebutuya ward). The YP 
wordlist from Asadebana was compared with Waiwi and Mowai (Momo’awa ward), the YP wordlist from 
Guletoto’unu was compared with the wordlist from Bederi (Lau’oya and Duduna ward), the YP wordlist from 
Gwabegwabeya was compared with Yoridan (Ulua ward), and the YP wordlist from Seasea was compared with the 
Seasea wordlist (Gameta ward). 
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Dobu. As seen in table 24, there is no significant difference in lexical similarity between adults’ and 
young people’s wordlists as compared to Dobu.57 

Table 24. Similarity percentages—youth to Dobu and adult to Dobu 

 Youth with standard Dobu Adults with standard Dobu 
Sebutuya 63 64 
Momo’awa 64 64 
Basima (Lau'oya) 57 53 
Ulua 53 50 
Gameta 50 49 

 

Because the youth wordlists are not consistently more similar to Dobu than the adult lists, it appears 
that the youth have not borrowed more Dobu words than the adults. It may be that the youth are 
borrowing Dobu words that are not in the basic 170-item wordlist used, or that the comparison of five 
wordlists is not a sufficiently wide sample for the results to be significant. However, from the above 
percentages, it is not evident that there has been any significant change towards Dobu in the 
vocabularies of Galeya, Basima, Ulua, and Gameta within the last generation. 

3.4.3 Language change: Conclusions 

Given the differences in methodology, it is difficult to come to a firm conclusion based on either the 
wordlists compared from different years, or the youth to adult comparison. However, taking the 
explanations in the previous sections into account, it seems most likely that Basima, Galeya, and the 
other dialects in the chain are not continuing to become more like Dobu lexically, at least not on a large 
scale, and Galeya and Basima may have changed to become, to some extent, less like Dobu since 1989. 

We now answer the initial questions: 
(1) What is the relation of the Galeya language and its dialects to Dobu? 
The dialects of the Galeya language show between 49 percent and 64 percent58 lexical similarity with 
Dobu. The greatest similarity with Dobu is shown by the southern wards (Momo’awa and Sebutuya), and 
the least by the northern wards of Gameta and Ulua. 
(2) Has language change continued so that the dialects have become lexically more similar to Dobu? 
It is clear that Galeya and Basima became lexically more like Dobu between 1964 and 1989. Such 
change was greater in the southern areas than in the northern. However, it is not clear that the change 
continued after 1989. 
(3) If such change is taking place, is it still continuing at the same rate? 
Neither the results from the diachronic lexicostatistical comparison, nor those from the youth and adult 
comparisons in 2004 show that the dialects are continuing to become more like Dobu. In fact, the results 
point towards the stabilisation or even reversal of such a trend. While many conditions are still 
conducive to language change, the relative prestige of Dobu has decreased as English and the vernacular 
have become more important in education, which may explain the recent stabilisation of language 
change. 

                                              
57According to Simons’ tables of significance, the difference between 53% and 57% is not significant in wordlists of 
100 words, and that is the largest difference in table 24. 
58Comparing wordlists elicted on this survey with the Dobu wordlist taken at Budoya on Fergusson Island. 
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3.5 Bilingualism 

The survey team looked at bilingualism in the Galeya area in two ways. First, during language use 
interviews, the team asked groups general questions about what languages people can speak. Second, the 
survey team took a closer look at proficiency in Dobu and English using a self-evaluation questionnaire. 

3.5.1 General bilingualism 

Table 25 shows self-reported bilingualism in ten villages where the survey team conducted language use 
interviews. The numbers in the charts are the number of villages (out of ten) that indicated an age group 
understands or speaks a language. For example, ten of the ten villages reported that old men can speak 
Dobu. If people reported that only some people or part of the group can understand or speak a language, 
it was counted as if half of the village reported bilingualism in that language. 

Table 25. Self-reported bilingualism 

 
Young 
men 

Men 
(w/ kids) 

Old 
men 

Young 
women 

Women 
(w/ kids) 

Old 
women Boys Girls 

Galeya 
Speak 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Understand         

Dobu 
Speak 9.5 10 10 9.5 9.5 9.5 2 2 
Understand       3.5 3.5 

English 
Speak 7 5 0.5 6 4  6.5 6.5 
Understand         

Tok Pisin 
Speak 3 1.5 1.5 2.5 0.5  0.5 0.5 
Understand     1 1 1 1 

Motu 
Speak 1.5 1 4 1.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 
Understand         

Gumawana 
Speak 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1   
Understand         

Iamalele 
Speak 0.5 0.5 0.5      
Understand         

As shown in table 25, the most widely spoken second language in the dialect chain area is Dobu. 
Reasons for this include the use of Dobu in church and as a trade language in the D’Entrecasteaux 
Islands. While Dobu is reported to be widely spoken, six of the ten villages reported that adults’ 
proficiency in Dobu is limited to easy things, or that their Dobu is “broken.” While bilingualism with 
Dobu is widespread among adults, only a few children can speak or understand Dobu. The survey team’s 
guide observed that the farther north a village is located, the less proficient the people are in Dobu. 

English is commonly spoken, as it is the language of instruction in the primary schools. Knowledge 
of Tok Pisin is limited mostly to people who travel to Alotau or other areas where Tok Pisin is spoken. 

Except for Dobu, knowledge of other languages is not widespread. In addition to what is listed in the 
chart, people in one village said that some travellers speak Misima, Suau, or Tawala. All three of these 
languages are found in Milne Bay Province; Misima is used as a second language by some, while Suau 
and Tawala are trade languages (Lewis 2009). 

In every village where language use interviews were conducted, except Duduna village, it was 
reported that some people from outside the dialect chain area learn the Galeya language, although two 
villages specified that outsiders only achieve a low level of proficiency in the local dialect. In Duduna 
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they said that in the past, some Molima people could speak the Basima dialect, but now they cannot so 
they use Dobu to communicate. 

3.5.2 Proficiency in Dobu and English 

Dobu and English are languages of wider communication on Fergusson and the surrounding islands, and 
Dobu and English are used in churches in the area. In order to make a statement about how well people 
speak Dobu and English in terms of the proficiency level of a certain cross-section of the population, 
rather than a general statement that people do or do not speak them, the survey team decided to use a 
tool that could give a more quantitative measure of proficiency than the general bilingualism 
questionnaire administered to groups. 

After looking at tools that could be used to measure proficiency in a second language, the survey 
team decided to use a self-evaluation questionnaire (SEQ). Only oral proficiency interviews following the 
Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) standard measure bilingualism, in all of its aspects, in a reliable 
way. However, these kinds of interviews are not practical for testing many people, as would be necessary 
in the Galeya dialect chain area. Furthermore, the survey team is not trained to administer any type of 
oral proficiency interview. Therefore, oral proficiency interviews were not an option for this survey. A 
self-evaluation questionnaire seemed to be the best option for the goal of making a more in-depth 
statement about bilingualism in English and Dobu than “People report that everyone speaks Dobu, but 
old people speak it more than younger people.” An SEQ would at least put numbers with “how well” and 
“who.” Also, an SEQ would be the easiest tool to develop. 

The SEQ is a list of questions that ask about what a person is capable of communicating in a second 
language. The respondents evaluate their own abilities and answer “yes” or “no” according to what they 
can do. Each question is assigned a proficiency level and there are at least four questions for each of the 
five proficiency levels. If a person answers positively to all of the questions in a level, the person is said 
to be proficient at that level. 

The SEQ is an indirect measure of bilingualism based on an assumed correlation between what 
people say they can do with a language and what they actually can do, and the assumption that certain 
tasks require a certain level of proficiency. Self-evaluation questionnaires can be unreliable because 
people sometimes overestimate or underestimate their abilities to use a second language. Nevertheless, 
SEQ results can be meaningful. Quakenbush (1992) compared SEQ and oral proficiency interview results 
for the same group of people in the Philippines and found a moderate correlation, although the 
correlation measure may have been low because of the narrow range of proficiency of the people 
interviewed. 

The SEQ is the most widely used measure of bilingualism, and it is also the only bilingualism test 
that has been used and documented in Papua New Guinea.59 However, although there is documentation 
of self-evaluation questionnaires done in PNG (Rueck 2005), there is no documentation of any oral 
proficiency interviewing done in PNG, so no correlation has been made between SEQ scores and oral 
proficiency interview scores in the PNG context. 

SEQ development and administration 

The procedures for developing and administering the SEQ were taken mostly from Blair (1990) in Survey 
on a Shoestring; Grimes in “How Bilingual is Bilingual?” (1990); and Grimes in “Evaluating Bilingual 
Proficiency in Language Groups for Cross-Cultural Communication” (1986). The SEQ questions were 
taken from lists made by Grimes (1986:19–39), Blair (1990:101), and a version of Blair's list 
contextualized by the SIL-PNG survey team for the Dibiyaso survey (Rueck 2005:60). A total of thirty-
nine questions were contextualized and used for pilot testing (see Appendix F.1). 

                                              
59An SEQ was used by the survey team for the Dibiyaso survey in Western Province (Rueck, Alemán, and MacKenzie 
2005). 
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These thirty-nine questions were translated into the Galeya dialect by a few people from Sebutuya 
village. One person who was involved in the translation of the questions was not a native Galeya 
speaker,60 but he did not translate any questions without the help of a native speaker. After the questions 
were translated, they were back translated and checked.61 Finally, a male native speaker of Galeya 
practiced reading the questions, made adjustments to some of them, and was recorded asking the 
questions. For each question, separate recordings were made for English and for Dobu. 

The SEQ with all thirty-nine questions was administered to fifty-two people in Sebutuya ward. Based 
on responses from those people and the problems brought to light by a second back translation,62 twenty 
questions were eliminated. The final SEQ had nineteen questions, with four questions for each of the first 
four proficiency levels, and three questions for level 5. The SEQ with nineteen questions was 
administered in the five remaining wards. In addition to the SEQ questions, each respondent was asked 
to provide demographic information before the SEQ as well as to answer attitude and overall self-
evaluation questions about Dobu and English after the SEQ (see Appendix F.3). 

The survey team began administering the SEQ in Sebutuya ward using the following procedure: 

• The surveyor sat down with the respondent and explained what she was going to do and why and 
then asked the preliminary questions about personal information (name, age, education, etc.) and 
contact with English and Dobu. Sometimes an interpreter was used. 

• The respondent put the headphones on and listened to each question directly from the recording and 
responded "yes" or "no" after each question. Each question was asked first for English and then for 
Dobu. The questions were asked in order of proficiency level, starting with level 1. The surveyor 
operated the recording playback and wrote down responses. 

• The post-SEQ questions about the respondent’s attitudes towards English and Dobu were asked. Also, 
respondents were asked which language they thought was easier and to rate their proficiency in each 
language on a scale of one to five. Sometimes an interpreter was used. 

Early in the survey, a few changes were made to this procedure for administering the SEQ. A few of 
the respondents in Sebutuya ward did not listen to the recorded questions with headphones; instead, an 
assistant listened to the recording first and then repeated the question to the respondent. In the 
remaining five wards after Sebutuya, the survey team continued to use an assistant to ask the questions 
rather than using the recording directly, except for a few times when no assistant was available to ask 
the questions. It was decided that it was preferable for a person to ask the questions rather than using 
the recording directly because it seemed that people answered more reasonably when a person asked the 
questions. 

After the pilot testing in Sebutuya ward, the survey team asked for advice from a Galeya man who 
had been to university in Lae and spoke English well. He confirmed that the translation of the SEQ 
questions was accurate and pointed out which questions were less clear. Also, when the surveyors 
explained that some people seemed to be answering "yes" without considering how well they spoke the 
language, he explained that it was not important to people how they answered and that people were 
nervous around the surveyors. He suggested that the surveyors train people from the villages to 
administer the questionnaire and that the test administrator make the SEQ “practical,” meaning that 
respondents should have to do what they say they can do. 

In light of these suggestions, a young man from Sebutuya, who had helped to develop the 
questionnaire and then continued on with the survey team, administered the test while the surveyor 
operated the recording playback and then later administered it on his own without the use of the 

                                              
60He was a nineteen-year-old, grade ten graduate who spoke English well. He helped to explain the English meaning 
of the questions and to write the translation down. For six years he had lived in Sebutuya, the village of his father, 
and he spoke Galeya with the young people, although he said he was embarrassed to speak Galeya with the older 
men. 
61This first back translation was done by the nonnative Galeya speaker who had helped to translate the questions. No 
native Galeya speaker who had not helped with the translation was willing or able to do the back translation. 
62Because the first back translation was not satisfactory, a second back translation was done by a Galeya speaker 
who was bilingual in English and had not helped to translate the questions. 
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recorded questions. He administered the test to ten people on his own, reading the questions rather than 
repeating the questions from the recording. If it had been possible to have three people like him for the 
entire survey, it would have been preferable for them to administer the SEQ rather than the surveyors. 

Following the suggestion to make the SEQ “practical,” the survey team asked respondents to 
demonstrate their proficiency by asking them to do what they said they could do. For example, when a 
respondent answered “yes” to the question “Can you tell people where you live, who your father is, and 
about your wife/husband and children in English?” the surveyor would ask the respondent to produce 
that kind of speech on the spot. For more complicated questions, such as “If an English-speaking boat 
owner accuses you of not having paid the boat fare, can you talk with him to clear things up in English?” 
the surveyor explained the context and play acted the situation in which the respondent produced the 
appropriate speech. This kind of production was not required for every question, but usually for one 
question in each of the first three levels63 for both Dobu and English, if the respondent had answered 
positively. Once a respondent answered negatively to any of the questions, no more demonstrations were 
asked for. The purpose of this production test was to force people to think more realistically about what 
they were able to do so that they could respond more accurately. The surveyors did not change a 
respondent’s “yes” response to “no” unless the respondent could not produce anything and changed the 
answer to “no” voluntarily. Thus, the scores taken from people’s responses are still based on people’s 
self-evaluations rather than their actual speech production. This kind of practical addition to the SEQ, 
however, did seem to help people to evaluate themselves more accurately. 

In the end, the SEQ was administered to most of the respondents using the following procedure: 

• The surveyor and an assistant sat down with the respondent and the assistant gave an explanation. 
The surveyor then asked the preliminary questions about personal information (name, age, 
education, etc.) and contact with English and Dobu. In most cases the assistant interpreted. 

• The assistant put the headphones on and listened to a question on the recording and then repeated 
the question to the respondent.64 In most cases, a person who was from the same area as the 
respondent and who had already gone through the questionnaire did the assisting. Each question was 
asked first for English and then for Dobu, and the questions were asked in order of proficiency level, 
starting with level 1. The surveyor operated the recording playback and wrote down responses. For 
about one question per proficiency level in both Dobu and English, respondents were asked to 
demonstrate the ability they reported. 

• The post-SEQ questions about the respondents’ attitudes towards English and Dobu were asked. Also, 
respondents were asked which language they thought was easier and to rate their proficiency in each 
language on a scale of one to five. The assistant interpreted for these questions in most cases. 

SEQ sampling 

The survey team intended to take a representative sample of Sebutuya, Momo’awa, Duduna, Lau’oya, 
Ulua, and Gameta wards. The plan was to interview five to ten randomly chosen individuals from every 
cross-section of the population defined by education, age, sex, and geographic region, as well as any 
other factor related to contact with Dobu and English. 

The age group divisions in the sampling frame were not based on any expected division in contact 
other than the fact that older people have had more time to learn a second language. Prior to the survey, 
the survey team expected that contact with Dobu and English had not significantly increased or 

                                              
63The questions for which the respondents were most often asked to demonstrate their proficiency were 3, 5, 8, and 
10. A few times question 13 was used. SEQ questions are given in section Appendix F. 
64Assistants were from the area where the interviews were being conducted. The recording was in the Galeya dialect, 
and assistants were encouraged to repeat what was on the recording, but to use their own dialect. Given the 
linguistic differences between the dialects, there is a chance that this could have introduced errors into the questions 
as they were asked. However, the survey team did not perceive any indications that errors were introduced by the 
difference between the dialect on the recording and the dialects of the assistants. 
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decreased over the lifetimes of the current generations.65 The use of both Dobu and English had been 
introduced in the area before the people alive at the time of the survey had been born, and the surveyors 
did not know of any particular push to use the local dialects or English since these villagers were born. 
In order to have more flexibility in accounting for such a change in contact, though, the team decided to 
interview enough people to divide the population into three age groups, 15–30, 31–45, and 46–60+. 
These age distinctions were chosen because people under twelve years of age should not be tested 
(Grimes 1990), and it was not expected that there would be many people over sixty years old. Also, 
because many people in Papua New Guinea do not know their age or date of birth, thirty years of age 
was a helpful reference point, since people could sometimes tell whether someone was born before or 
after Papua New Guinea gained independence in 1975. However, some of the ages recorded for the 
respondents are rough estimates, even with the use of such reference points. 

The survey team expected that education would not be as much of a factor in predicting bilingualism 
in Dobu as it would be for English because English has been the main language of instruction in schools. 
It was expected that only leaders in the United Church, and perhaps the Catholic Church, have been 
educated in Dobu. Since it was certain that education level would be a factor in English proficiency, the 
population was divided into three education sectors following criteria set by the 2000 national census. 
The national census gives data regarding the number of people aged ten and over who (1) have ever 
been to school; (2) have ever been to school and completed grade six; (3) have ever been to school and 
completed grade ten; and (4) have some other educational qualification (individuals fifteen years old or 
older). Therefore, the groups the team decided to include in the sampling frame were ‘no education’, 
‘grades one to five’, and ‘grades six to nine.’ People who had completed grade ten or had some other 
higher educational qualification were excluded. 

Regarding geographic region, the survey team expected that the individuals living farther away from 
the Dobu area would have less contact with Dobu and therefore a lower proficiency in Dobu. This 
expectation was consistent with Lithgow's conclusions that children from the Basima area in the north 
understand less Dobu than children in the Sebutuya area (1992:34). In order to accommodate the 
possibility of a middle area with proficiency between that of the north and the south, it was decided to 
interview enough people to divide the area into three regions based on their distances from the Dobu 
language area. In practice, the six wards of the Galeya area were organized more or less north to south 
along the coast, so the southern two wards were counted as one region, the middle two wards as the 
second region, and the northern two wards as the third. In addition to north/south geography, during 
the survey the team found that mountain/coastal geography might be a factor limiting contact with both 
Dobu and English. Therefore, in wards with mountain villages, the team tried to take a representative 
sample from both the mountain and coastal areas separately. Duduna, Lao'oya, and Ulua wards were 
divided into coastal and mountain areas. Gameta and Sebutuya wards were classified as coastal and 
Momo’awa as mountain. 

The survey team adhered to the following procedure for taking the sample in each of the six wards. 
In each ward the team first went to the village that was a centre for educational and church activities or 
that had a relatively large population in order to do sociolinguistic interviews and take wordlists. Even 
though this village was not chosen randomly,66 the SEQ was administered there as well in order to make 
best use of time. Respondents in the village were chosen randomly from a village census, taken by the 
survey team, of people aged fifteen or older. In cases where enough respondents were still needed to 
justify interviewing everyone in the village, the surveyors interviewed everyone. In villages where only 
some of the residents in the village were needed to complete the category quotas, respondents were 
chosen through stratified random sampling, and at least one respondent was taken from each category 
represented in the village. It was assumed that there were not significant differences between the villages 

                                              
65This assumption turned out to be incorrect, as the survey team learned that some older people had attended Dobu-
speaking schools when they were young, prior to the introduction of English-speaking schools in the area. 
66The main villages in each ward were not chosen randomly at first, but they were later included in the village 
lottery and some were at the top of the random list. Therefore, four out of the six main villages were, in fact, 
randomly selected. 
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in a single region, and therefore having more people in the quota from one village than from another 
village in the region should not have skewed the results. 

The remaining villages sampled in each ward were randomly selected from a list reported to the 
survey team. The team went from village to village in order of selection until the quota of five people for 
each category was filled. In Duduna, Lau'oya, and Ulua wards67 the list of villages was divided into 
mountain and coastal villages, and a separate sample was taken from each. 

SEQ scoring 

Respondents answered “yes” or “no” to the nineteen questions. Four questions were asked for each of the 
first four levels, and three questions were asked for level 5. Respondents were scored at the highest level 
for which they answered every question positively. A score of three therefore means the respondent 
answered positively to every question in levels 1, 2 and 3. The definitions of proficiency levels 0 through 
5 are defined by the Interagency Language Roundtable (2003). 

SEQ reliability 

Reliability of development and administration 

In the administration of the SEQ in this survey, the team found that people did not always accurately 
estimate their language abilities. As one university graduate from the dialect chain explained, it is not 
important to people to answer accurately, and being interviewed by foreigners makes them nervous. The 
survey team observed this nervousness during many interviews and in the refusal of a few individuals to 
be interviewed. Also, the surveyors observed that some people felt pressure to answer positively to the 
extent that, after several consecutive negative answers, some respondents started giving positive answers 
even though it was clear they were not able to do what was being asked. However, when respondents 
answered inconsistently because they were ashamed to continue answering “no,” the scores were 
generally unaffected by this inconsistency because proficiency levels were assigned based on the first 
negative response. 

Asking the respondents to actually do what they said they could do seemed to reduce the number of 
respondents who overrated their language proficiency. However, people probably still overestimated 
their language proficiency more often than they underestimated it. Quakenbush suggests that in a larger 
sample68 the number of respondents that overestimate and the number that underestimate cancel each 
other out. 

One factor that Quakenbush does not mention in his study is the fact that respondents are often 
nervous. The nervousness of respondents in this study may make the results less reliable. However, the 
surveyors, as native English speakers somewhat familiar with the ILR proficiency level descriptions, did 
observe that respondents' English scores generally matched expectations based on census information 
and ability to communicate during the interview. 

Sampling 

Although the survey team worked to ensure that everyone within the sampling frame had a chance to be 
included in the sample, in practice, there were people who did not have a reasonable chance to be 
interviewed. One reason some people were not included the sampling frame is that their village was not 
included in the list of reported villages. In each ward the survey team asked for a list of all the villages in 
the ward, but, because of the large number of hamlets and differing ideas about the definition of a 
village, some village names were not included in this list. 

                                              
67Sebutuya and Gameta wards had only coastal villages. Momo’awa ward had only mountain villages. 
68His sample was forty people. 
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Some other villages were intentionally excluded from the sampling frame. In Duduna ward the ward 
councillor reported that there were eighteen main villages (out of a total of more than forty villages and 
ninety households) and that the smaller villages had a population of ten at most. Therefore, assuming 
that the main villages were distributed throughout all areas of the ward and that bilingualism in the 
smaller villages would not be significantly different from bilingualism in the main villages, the survey 
team included only the main villages in the sample. 

Another six villages were excluded from the sampling frame in Lau'oya ward. People in Lau'oya ward 
divided the ward into mountain, coastal, and river areas. Due to time constraints, and because contact 
with Dobu and English in the river villages was reported to be greater than or equal to contact in the 
mountain villages and no more than contact in the coastal villages, the six river villages were excluded 
from the sampling.  

Even villages that were not left out of the sampling frame did not always have equal chances of 
being included in the sample. In Lau'oya ward villages were grouped together geographically in order to 
maximize the number of people interviewed in relation to hiking time. The two closest villages were 
included with each randomly selected village, and more isolated villages therefore had a lower chance of 
being selected. 

Of the 425 people selected to be interviewed, 112 (26.4 percent) were not available. People did not 
respond for the following reasons: 

• 7.5 percent unavailable, but in the language area (i.e. gone to the garden). 
• 2.1 percent unavailable, gone somewhere outside the language area. 
• 1.6 percent unavailable, gone to school. 
• 1.2 percent refused to participate. 
• 0.9 percent included in the selection of the random sample, but the survey team was subsequently 

unable to go to the village. 
• 12.9 percent unavailable, reason not specified. 

In three instances, unavailable individuals were replaced by randomly chosen alternates from the same 
village in the same category (same age, sex, and education level). 

There is no reason to suspect that the scores of people who were unavailable but still in the language 
area would be different from the scores of the people who were available. Therefore, the nonresponse 
rate for individuals whose lack of participation could have affected the scores is 18.9 percent. 

SEQ results 

Table 26 lists proficiency levels according to the SEQ. The results have been post stratified, so that the 
percentages reflect the proficiency of the whole adult population (age fifteen and over) who have an 
education level of grade nine or below. 

Table 26. Adult proficiency 

Proficiency Level English Dobu 
0 56% 30% 
1 26% 20% 
2 8% 4% 
3 10% 36% 
4 0% 4% 
5 0% 6% 

 

Table 27 shows the percent of the total population that fits into each category (from the 2000 
national census), the percent of the sampling frame that fits into each category (from the census taken 
during the survey), and the number of respondents interviewed in each category. The number of people 
that fit into the sampling frame, according to the 2000 national census, is 53 percent of the total 
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population (2,623) of the six wards in the dialect chain area. People younger than fifteen years (about 42 
percent of the population) and those with education past grade nine (about 5 percent) were excluded. 
The scores of the 295 respondents are expected to be representative of the 1,382 people that are in the 
sampling frame. 

Table 27. Proficiency and demographic categories 

 

Percent of total 
population (2000 
national census) 

Percent of 
sampling 
frame (survey 
census) 

Number of 
respondents 

No education, age 15+ 17 21 76 
Grade 1 to 5, age 15+ 7 28 83 
Grade 6 to 9, age 15+ 29 50 136 
Age 15 to 30 28 42 113 
Age 31 to 45 18 39 108 
Age 46+ 13 19 74 
Male 50 47 140 
Female 50 53 155 
Galeya (southern 2 wards) 38 36 91 
Basima (middle 2 wards) 43 29 99 
Ulua/Gameta   
(northern 2 wards) 19 34 105 

Mountain  37 117 
Coast  63 178 
Total 53 100 295 

 

Proficiency levels are shown in Figures 1 to 5 for English and in Figures 6 to 10 for Dobu. They are 
grouped by demographic categories. For example, in Figure 2, one can see that nearly 90 percent of the 
respondents above the age of forty-five scored zero on the self-evaluation questionnaire for English; that 
is, they reported being unable to complete even simple tasks in English. 
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Figure 1. Reported English ability by education. 

 

Figure 2. Reported English ability by age. 
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Figure 3. Reported English ability by gender. 
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Figure 4. Reported English ability by geographic region. 

 

Figure 5. Reported English ability in mountain and coast areas. 
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Figure 6. Reported Dobu ability by education. 

 

Figure 7. Reported Dobu ability by age. 
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Figure 8. Reported Dobu ability by gender. 

 

Figure 9. Reported Dobu ability by geographic region. 
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Figure 10. Reported Dobu ability in mountain and coast areas. 

Interpretation of Results 
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English, the vernacular is used for elementary education, and the vernacular is reportedly used along 
with Dobu during church services. The massive language change that Lithgow (1992) observed in the 
Galeya dialect in its borrowing of Dobu vocabulary does not seem to be continuing. 

4 Education  

In addition to gathering information regarding dialect boundaries and language vitality, the survey team 
gathered information about education, to determine the extent that the Galeya people would likely be 
able to participate in the development of their language. Information in this section was collected in 
group interviews with village residents and in interviews with individual school teachers and 
administrators. 

4.1 Adult education levels 

Most adults between the ages of fifteen and thirty in the survey area have completed grade six. Some 
people in this age group left school before completing grade six, but it was virtually impossible to find 
men and women in this age category who had received no education at all. In most larger69 villages 
visited, there were at least one or two people who had gone beyond grade six to complete grades eight 
or ten, but these people were clearly the exception. The level of education of those living by the coast 
was higher than that of those living inland in the mountains, but there appeared to be no sharp contrast 
between the levels of education of men and women in this age group. 

Most of the adults between the ages of thirty and forty-five have completed grade six. However, 
fewer people in this middle group have completed grade six than in the younger age group, and many 
more people in the middle group have not received any schooling at all. Once again, in larger villages it 
was possible to find one or two adults of this age who have completed grades eight or ten. 

In general, the older adults (those over forty-five) are less educated than people forty-five years old 
and under. There are scattered cases of both older men and women who have completed grade six, but 
the vast majority either left school before completing grade six or, most commonly, never attended 
school. Some older people attended Dobu schools for a few years. 

4.2 Literacy levels 

People who have attended school can read in English and may also be able to read in Dobu.70 Adults 
over forty-five years old are more likely to be able to read Dobu than English, but many cannot read at 
all. With the introduction of vernacular elementary schools, the young children are now learning to read 
in the local dialect. 

There are currently no adult literacy classes in the area. Some classes were run several years ago by 
the elementary teacher in Gameta ward, and most of the students were young adults, but the classes 
were stopped because the elementary teacher had too much other work to do. 

4.3 Current educational opportunities and trends 

There are two primary schools in the area, Basima Primary School in Lau’oya ward and Momo’awa 
Primary School located at Taigwana’oya. Basima Primary School was founded by the Catholic mission in 
1962 as a school designed to give religious instruction, while also offering an elementary education. In 
the 1980s it became a primary school and was formally recognized by the Department of Education. It 

                                              
69More than four houses. 
70The headmaster at Basima said, however, that people who have completed grade six may still have problems with 
reading and writing. 
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currently serves Lau’oya, Duduna, Gameta, and Ulua wards, offering grades three through eight, 
although grades seven and eight have only recently become available. There are currently 189 registered 
students. See table 35 in Appendix E for attendance figures by grade and ward. 

Momo’awa Primary School serves Sebutuya and Momo’awa wards, and offers grades three through 
eight. It was founded in 1970 by the Catholic mission from Budoya, and at that time it was located in the 
mountains of Momo’awa. In 1972 it moved farther down towards Sebutuya, to its current location at 
Taigwana’oya. There are 119 registered students, and the headteacher estimated that this figure 
represents about half the children in the area who are eligible to attend. See table 36 in Appendix E for 
attendance figures by grade and ward. 

Between 1995 and 2002, eight new vernacular elementary schools opened in the survey area, as 
shown in table 28. Blank cells indicate that information was not available. 

Table 28. Elementary schools in the Galeya area 

School Name Location Opened Number of 
students EP E1 E2 Residence of 

students 
Basima Elementary Lau’oya, Bederi 1998 58 21 24 14 Lau’oya ward 
Duduna Elementary Budebude 1997 47    Duduna ward 
Gameta Elementary Caanan 1995 25 10 8 7 Gameta ward 
Momo’awa 
Elementary 

Momo’awa 
Mission 2000 35 12 10 13 Momo’awa ward 

O’oya Elementary O’oya 2002 35    Sebutuya ward 
Sebutuya Elementary Bederi 2000 18    Sebutuya ward 
Taigwana’oya 
Elementary Taigwana’oya 2000 28 13 8 9 Sebutuya ward 

Dobu (1) 

Ulua Elementary Yoridan 1995 36 5 17 14 

Ulua ward. 
Amphlett islands 
(1) 
Bosilewa (1) 

 

Elementary school teachers in Momo’awa, Duduna, and Sebutuya commented that only half of the 
children of school age actually attend elementary school. However, the elementary teacher for O’oya 
reported that all school age children in the area near O’oya attend school. The elementary teachers in 
Gameta reported that since it is a two and a half hour walk to Basima Primary School, many children 
from the Gameta area do not go. Other reasons given for not attending school were school fees, the 
obligation to care for siblings, lack of adequate clothing, and the difficulty of getting to school during 
rainy season, when rivers in the area flood. 

4.4 Higher education and employment opportunities 

Beyond grade eight, students may go to secondary school or on to vocational training schools (VTS). 
Most students who go on to secondary school attend either Wataluma High School (grades nine to ten) 
on Goodenough Island, or Wesley High School (grades nine to ten) at Salamo. Some students attend 
Hagita High School (near Gurney), Holy Name Grammar School, Dogura (near Rabaraba), and Cameron 
Secondary School (in Alotau) on the mainland. The nearest vocational training schools are Ilulua RC VTS 
on the south coast of Fergusson Island, Ubuya VTS on Normanby Island, Bolubolu VTS on Goodenough 
Island, and Kuyaro VTS on Samarai Island. 

Of the thirty-seven students who completed grade eight at Basima Primary School in 2003, 
approximately half (eighteen) went on to further education, seven to Wataluma High School, and eleven 
to vocational training schools. Of the eighteen students who completed grade eight in 2003 at 
Momo’awa Primary School, nine went on to Wataluma High School and one to vocational college. Six of 
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the students who went to Wataluma have since returned due to difficulties with paying school fees. Both 
schools reported one student who had gone on to attend university, one at the Agricultural College in 
Rabaul, and the other at the University of PNG in Port Moresby. 

Most people who finish grades six or eight return to the village, although some find employment 
outside the village. With a grade six or eight education it is possible to get a job on the oil palm 
plantations on the mainland, but for a job in a store in Alotau, a grade ten or twelve education is usually 
required. In Lau’oya ward people reported that between ten and twenty grade six leavers from the ward 
were working on the oil palm plantations, and five to ten grade ten graduates were working in stores or 
health centres in Alotau. They also reported that one man had become a university lecturer and that 
another had become a teacher. All the elementary school teachers had completed grade ten. 

4.5 Education summary 

Most adults between the ages of fifteen and thirty have received education through grade six. Many 
between the ages of thirty and forty-five have also received some schooling, with some completing grade 
six. Adults over forty-five have not, in general, attended school, or if they have done so, few have 
continued through grade six. Only a few adults have been educated beyond grade six, but further 
education may become more common since grades seven and eight have been added at both Momo’awa 
and Basima Primary school. 

Elementary education is available in the vernacular and is relatively easily accessible for most 
children, as is primary education. Even so, not all children attend school, and in some areas as many as 
half of the children do not attend for a variety of reasons. 

A few grade six graduates get jobs on the mainland, but most return to the village. It is getting 
increasingly difficult for grade six or eight graduates to compete for jobs in town, as education 
requirements for employment go up. 

If one were to seek educated individuals to work on a language development project, there would be 
many grade six graduates who might, given sufficient training, be able to help with such a project. 

5 Conclusions 

5.1 Dialect boundaries 

Depending on how a language group is defined, there are between one and four language groups in the 
six wards from Gameta to Sebutuya. There are four groups defined by name: Galeya, Basima, Ulua, and 
Gameta. People in all of these groups can understand the central Basima dialect, so in a linguistic sense, 
there is one language group. However, how people in the Basima, Ulua, and especially Galeya groups 
would accept literature in the Basima dialect is unknown. People in Gameta and Ulua would very likely 
accept Basima literature; they reported that they would prefer Basima to Dobu. Also, Basima seems to be 
more prestigious than Ulua or Gameta, and people from Ulua and Gameta have a lot of contact with 
Basima speakers. There is a greater geographical and linguistic separation between Galeya and Basima 
than between Basima and Gameta/Ulua, but it does seem possible that Galeya speakers would accept 
Basima literature. However, if identity and personal preferences are given the most weight, then all four 
dialects would be grouped separately, each developing its own literature. 

5.2 Language vitality 

Both the reports and the observed language use data indicate that the dialects in the chain are vital. 
There is some mixing of Dobu with the local dialects, but it appears that the language change towards 
Dobu described by Lithgow has lessened since 1989. Indeed, many aspects of community life (vernacular 
education, low immigration/emigration, and strong sense of dialect identity) point towards linguistic 
vitality. 
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5.3 Education 

Very few people in the Galeya language area have completed education beyond grade six. There are, 
however, many grade six graduates in the area who could potentially be involved in a language 
development project. 
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Appendix A: Village names by ward 

Table 29. Village names by ward 

Ward Village name Mountain or 
Coastal Reported population 

Reported 
number 
of houses 

Duduna Asabasima Mountain   
Duduna Boyodudu Coastal   
Duduna Bwao Coastal   
Duduna Daguyeta/Basima Mountain   
Duduna Duduna Mountain  3 
Duduna Edawanai Coastal   
Duduna Gubayawe Coastal   
Duduna Guletoto’unu Coastal   
Duduna Guya Mountain   
Duduna Mebulibuli Coastal   
Duduna Niulya Mountain   
Duduna Sailugu Mountain   
Duduna Sebuluya Mountain   
Duduna To’abwara Mountain   
Duduna Todine Mountain   
Duduna Totali Coastal   
Duduna Watu’ade Coastal   
Duduna Wawana Coastal   
Duduna Welala Mountain   
Duduna Weria Mountain   
Duduna Yaya Coastal   
Gameta Awariada Coastal  4 
Gameta Bidubiduma Coastal  2 
Gameta Dodoegu Coastal  1 to 2 
Gameta Esiesiye Coastal  3 
Gameta Ganyosasa Coastal  4 
Gameta Giredubwa Coastal  3 
Gameta Kenan Coastal   
Gameta Lagua Coastal  4 
Gameta Mena’i (1 and 2) Coastal  4 
Gameta Negwara  Coastal  5 
Gameta Sabwala'e Coastal  2 
Gameta Seasea Coastal  9 
Gameta Urua Coastal  6 
Lau’oya Abu'abuau Mountain 8  
Lau’oya Ala’alawa Mountain   
Lau’oya Amwatudodoa River   
Lau’oya Arana Mountain 16  
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Ward Village name Mountain or 
Coastal Reported population 

Reported 
number 
of houses 

Lau’oya Audegwasi Coastal   
Lau’oya Aumwata Mountain 6  
Lau’oya Bedeli Coastal   
Lau’oya Buniatara Coastal   
Lau’oya Bwao Coastal   
Lau’oya Bwasibwasi Mountain 15 to 20  
Lau’oya Daroro Mountain 3  
Lau’oya Degimwanea Coastal   
Lau’oya Dudue River   
Lau’oya Egabugabu Mountain 5  
Lau’oya Esa’ula Mountain 0  
Lau’oya Gaburarana Mountain 6  
Lau’oya Gimogimo Coastal   
Lau’oya Ginapala Mountain 9  
Lau’oya Karekola Mountain 8  
Lau’oya Ketupwa Coastal   
Lau’oya Lawaginai Coastal   
Lau’oya Legulegu Mountain 12  
Lau’oya Lowana River   
Lau’oya Madigwegwa Mountain 10  
Lau’oya Matalo Mountain 6 to 7  
Lau’oya Meu’ene River   
Lau’oya Mia’ita Mountain 7  
Lau’oya Miatoruna Mountain 10  
Lau’oya Nawasi Coastal   
Lau’oya Noema Coastal   
Lau’oya Oluwete Mountain 5  
Lau’oya Omwea Mountain 4  
Lau’oya Palidoa Coastal   
Lau’oya Pwasiaula Mountain 10 to 15  
Lau’oya Pwepwe’ura Coastal   
Lau’oya Rarawa Mountain 4  
Lau’oya Rauola Mountain 7  
Lau’oya Rogea Mountain 2  
Lau’oya Sabudo Mountain 6  
Lau’oya Salewe Mountain 6  
Lau’oya Tanobwawa Mountain   
Lau’oya Tapwana Mountain 4  
Lau’oya Toipwara Coastal   
Lau’oya Tomwemwa Mountain 14  
Lau’oya Totopea Mountain 7  
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Ward Village name Mountain or 
Coastal Reported population 

Reported 
number 
of houses 

Lau’oya Tumala Mountain 3  
Lau’oya Wadowala Mountain 13  
Lau’oya Walo River   
Lau’oya Watataita Coastal   
Lau’oya Watuboboga River   
Lau’oya Watulabwau Coastal   
Lau’oya Wedaina Mountain 3  
Lau’oya Wedarara Coastal   
Lau’oya Wegiliu Coastal   
Lau’oya We’ola Mountain 8  
Lau’oya Yawadobu Coastal   
Momo’awa Alalate Mountain   
Momo’awa Apua’eha Mountain  3 
Momo’awa Asadebana Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Asariama Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Boroboro Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Bwarawe Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Bwidowa Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Dewasiga Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Duduna Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Eba’ebana Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Ebo’eboya Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Edaburiana Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Momo’awa Mission Mountain   
Momo’awa Mowai Mountain  4 
Momo’awa Nepana Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Ragwea Mountain  2 
Momo’awa To’apola Mountain  3 
Momo’awa Uwama Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Wada’aniona Mountain   
Momo’awa Waiwi Mountain  2 
Momo’awa Wela’ila’ii Mountain  1 
Momo’awa Yumwana Mountain  2 
Sebutuya Alitutula Coastal 12  
Sebutuya Asiwabuarawa Coastal 15  
Sebutuya Awalolo Coastal 18  
Sebutuya Balutuya Coastal 6  
Sebutuya Bibio Coastal 32  
Sebutuya Boluwada Coastal 43  
Sebutuya Budoigwana Coastal 13  
Sebutuya Bwanagaya Coastal 17  
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Ward Village name Mountain or 
Coastal Reported population 

Reported 
number 
of houses 

Sebutuya Dibaba Coastal 46  
Sebutuya Gugula Coastal 21  
Sebutuya Karitaboya Coastal 17  
Sebutuya Kokauta Mountain 25 4 
Sebutuya Mataburia Coastal 34  
Sebutuya Muduwa Coastal 14  
Sebutuya Mwakikiki Coastal 20  
Sebutuya Nauwamanala Coastal 18  
Sebutuya O’oya Coastal 25  
Sebutuya Sebutuya Coastal 5  
Sebutuya Simosimoya Coastal 16  
Sebutuya Tawatawai Coastal 19  
Sebutuya Taigwana’oya Mountain   
Sebutuya Watuyuwa Coastal 17  
Sebutuya Wenuwana Coastal 14  
Ulua Bwabwaweta Coastal  3 

Ulua 
Bwanabwana/Tape
wari Mountain  2 

Ulua Bwarigumana Mountain  6 
Ulua Dimwadimwa Mountain  3 
Ulua Duduna Mountain  4 
Ulua Gwabegwabea Coastal  10 
Ulua Kedematana Coastal  4 
Ulua Mwa’ola Mountain  3 
Ulua Sonei Coastal  6 
Ulua Tutuana Coastal  1 
Ulua Urouroya Coastal  9 
Ulua Yoridan Coastal  9 
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Appendix B: Further information on dialect divisions 

Within the Gameta ward, there were reported to be three finer distinctions between dialects: Nuwaya, 
Duaduatete, and Miyatetete. The differences, however, were said to be in pronunciation rather than 
lexical items. Nuwaya was said to “pull the tune” of the language, Duaduatete to “cut” it and Miyatetete 
to “pull” it even more than Nuwaya. However, there are no longer any remaining speakers of Nuwaya 
because they have all died. The initial language use questionnaire was conducted in Asagamwana, part 
of Duaduatete. When the team visited Mena’i, part of Miyatetete, the councillor reported that there is no 
longer any difference between their pronunciation and that of Duaduatete. He also reported that there is 
a fourth distinction within Gameta ward: Toabuabu, which includes Negwara, Awariada, Esiesi’e, and 
Lagua villages. 

Within Duduna ward, at Guletoto’unu, people reported five finer distinctions between the villages in 
the ward: Yaya, Gulewalota, Sebuluya, Basima (Daguyeta), and Bwau. All five were reported to be more 
similar to each other than they are to varieties in the other wards. Yaya was said to be most different 
from Guletoto’unu. The wordlists elicited in Yaya and Guletoto’unu revealed a lexical similarity of 91 
percent so the difference is possibly in pronunciation rather than lexical items. No one mentioned this 
distinction during the language use interview in Yaya or in Duduna. Residents in Lau’oya said everyone 
in Lau’oya and Duduna wards uses the same pronunciation. 

Residents of Waiwi (Oya’oya area) in Momo’awa ward said that the speech of people in the Gaula 
area (including Mowai) is a bit different from their own, and that Gaula residents use ‘s’ in some 
positions where Waiwi residents only use ‘h’, but this use of ‘s’ was not observed in the wordlist elicited 
in Mowai. They also said the people in Gaula speak a bit more like the Basima people. The wordlist from 
Mowai does show a greater lexical similarity with Yaya (Basima) than the other Galeya dialect wordlists 
(Bibio, Kokauta, and Waiwi), but people at Momo’awa Mission Station said that everyone in the Oya’oya 
and Gaula areas uses the same pronunciation. 

Within the Sebutuya, Lau’oya, and Ulua areas, there were reported to be no finer distinctions 
between the speeches of individual villages. 

Appendix C.1: Lithgow’s wordlists 

Some of Lithgow’s wordlists have no date on them. Thus in reconstructing the analysis carried out by 
Lithgow, the survey team estimated the dates of these wordlists to the best of its ability. Table 30 
outlines the wordlists used for the comparisons in this report. 
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Table 30. Lithgow’s wordlists 

Word 
-surv 
ref. 

Datea Village Language 
name 

Wordlist 
used 

No of 
words Binding details 

P 3 June 
1982 

Bibi’o,  
Sibutuya Geleya 

SIL standard 
wordlist (used 
in the 1980s) 
170 items 

1–167 

A4 copy, light blue 
cover. 
Galeya Wordlist 1982, 
Milne Bay Province 

Q 1990 Sibutuya - 

SIL standard 
wordlist (used 
in the 1980s) 
170 items 

1–117 

A4 copy, light blue 
cover. 
Galeya Wordlist, Milne 
Bay Province 

R 1990 
Alalati (inland 
—Galeya 
area?) 

- 

SIL standard 
wordlist (used 
in the 1980s) 
170 items 

1–117 

A4 copy, light blue 
cover. 
Galeya Wordlist,  
Milne Bay Province 

S 1984 - 
Gameta, 
Basima 
dialect 

SIL standard 
wordlist (used 
in the 1980s) 
170 items 

1–168 

A4 copy, light blue 
cover. 
Galeya Wordlist, 
Basima dialect, Milne 
Bay Province 

T 1964 Gameta Gameta 
Barracks 

English / 
Dobu list 
150 items 

1–100 

Small grey copy. 
Galea—Fergusson Is. 
Recorded by D. 
Lithgow and Staalsen. 
SIL 

U 1964 Ulua Gameta 
Barracks 

English / 
Dobu list 
150 items 

1–100 

Small grey copy. 
Galea—Fergusson Is. 
Recorded by D. 
Lithgow and Staalsen. 
SIL 

V 1964 Dagimwanea 
(La’oya) 

Gameta 
Barracks 

English / 
Dobu list 
150 items 

1–100 

Small grey copy. 
Galea—Fergusson Is. 
Recorded by 
D.Lithgow and 
Staalsen. SIL 

W 1964 Basima village Galea 

English with 
same order as 
above.  
100 items 

1–100 

Small grey copy. 
Galea—Fergusson 
Island (Gameta 
Barracks). Recorded 
by D. Lithgow and P. 
Staalsen. SIL 

X - - Dobu, 
standard 

Standard 
Dobu list 
99 items 

1–99 

Found in: Lithgow 
1992. Language 
change on Fergusson 
and Normanby 
Islands. Pacific 
Linguistics C(120):43–
44 
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Word 
-surv 
ref. 

Datea Village Language 
name 

Wordlist 
used 

No of 
words Binding details 

Y - - 
Dobu, 
Fergusson 
Island 

English with 
same order as 
above. 
100 items 

1–100 
Small grey copy. 
Dobu, Milne Bay 
District (red writing) 

aItalics indicate that this date is estimated. 
 

Appendix C.2: Lexicostatistics—Exceptions and no-entries 

A tick in table 31 indicates that at least two entries for this gloss were considered lexically similar 
without conforming strictly to Blair’s similarity criteria. 

In general, and particularly in the case of verbs, exceptions were made because there was an affix 
that the surveyors could not explain, but the root was clearly the same. In other cases, exceptions were 
made because the wordlist elicitor considered that she may have written a sound incorrectly in the initial 
wordlists, while she was still working out which sounds occur in the language. In most cases, only one or 
two of the entries for any given gloss were grouped with others without strictly following the criteria. 

The fourth and fifth columns of table 31 contain the catalogue letters assigned to wordlists where no 
entry was given for this gloss. See table 30 and table 32 for wordlists corresponding to these letters. 
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Table 31. Exceptions and no entries for the lexicostatistical comparison 

Gloss 
number Gloss Exceptions No entry 

2004 wordlists 
No entry 
Lithgow’s wordlists 

6 neck   quv 
9 knee   r 
10 ear X   
15 foot  a stuvwxy 
18 forehead  bcdef pqr 
19 chin   tuvwxy 
21 thumb X  tuvx 
23 heart  cf  tuvwxy 
24 liver X cdefgklno tuvwxy 
25 bone  i  
26 blood   tuvwy 
27 baby  eg  qrs 
28 girl X hi  
29 boy  cfhil u 
30 old woman  k qtu 
32 woman  bf  
33 man  hil  tuvw 
38 name X   
42 cassowary  All All 
43 wallaby   tuvwy 
45 rat   tuvwxy 
46 frog   tuvwxy 
50 he is sitting X bcdefgh q 
52 he is lying down X abdefhklmno qrstuvwy 
53 he is sleeping   qrtuvwy 
54 he is walking X   
55 he is biting X cdjmo pqrstuvw 
59 he comes X   
60 he says   qrtuvwy 
61 he hears X  qrtuvwy 
62 he knows   qrtuvwy 
63 he drinks   qrtuvwy 
64 he hits   qrtuvwy 
65 he kills X ijklmo qrtuvwy 
66 he dies X  qrtuvwy 
67 it burns X  qrtuvwy 
68 it flies   qrtuvwy 
69 he swims   bqrtuvwy 
70 he runs   qrtuvwy 
71 he falls down   qrtuvwy 
72 he catches X  qrtuvwy 
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Gloss 
number Gloss Exceptions No entry 

2004 wordlists 
No entry 
Lithgow’s wordlists 

73 he coughes   qrtuvwy 
74 he laughes   qrtuvwy 
75 he dances   qrtuvwy 
77 small X   
78 good X  tuvwy 
79 bad   tuvwy 
80  long X  qrtuvwy 
81 short   qrtuvwy 
82 heavy X  qrtuvwy 
83 light   qrtuvwy 
84 cold (water)   qrtuvwy 
85 warm (water)   qrtuvwy 
86 new   qrtuvwy 
87 old   qrtuvwy 
88 round   qrtuvwxy 
89 wet (clothing)   qrstuvwy 
90 dry (clothing)   qrtuvwy 
91 full   qrtuvwy 
95 sand  klmu  
97 fire   st 
98 smoke X   
101 moon X   
103 cloud   stvw 
108 tree   tuvwxy 
109 stick  All All 
111 seed  i  
113 leaf X   
114 meat   tuvwy 
115 fat (grease)   tuvwy 
116 egg X  s 
117 louse   tuvwy 
119 horn (of an animal  abefghijklmno qrtuvwxy 
121 claw   tuvwxy 
122 tail X   
125 three   qrtuvwy 
126 four  e eqrstuvwy 
127 five  e eqrstuvwy 
128 ten  e eqrstuvwy 
134 bean  All All 
136 knife  befgo qrstuvwy 
138 bilum / string bad  All All 
139 house  i  
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Gloss 
number Gloss Exceptions No entry 

2004 wordlists 
No entry 
Lithgow’s wordlists 

141 morning X   
146 white X efg qr 
147 black X  r 
148 yellow X ceghklmno qrtu 
149 red X ekl qru 
150 green  ek qsr 
151 many   qrtuvwy 
152 all  ln pqrstuvwy 
153 this   qrtyvwy 
154 that   fqrtuvwy 
155 what? X  qrtuvwy 
156 who?   qrtuvwy 
157 when? X  qrtuvwy 
158 where X  qrstuvwy 
159 yes  ek qrstuvwy 
160 no  h qrstuvwy 
161 not  All All 
162 I X  qrtuvwy 
163 you   qrtuvwy 
164 he X hin qrtuvwy 
165 we two (exclusive) X aejkme pqrstuvwxy 
166 you two X akj pqrstuvwxy 
167 they two  akj pqrstuvwxy 
168 we (plural 

exclusive) 
 cde qrtuvwy 

169 you (plural)   tuvwy 
170 They (plural)   qrstuvwy 
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Table 32. 2004 wordlist information 

Wordsurv 
reference 

Wordlist information 

A Budoya-Dobu wordlist, Ojao dialect, spoken in Budoya, Naunaua, Waruma, Deidei. 35-
year-old elementary teacher. 

B Bibio, Sebutuya ward. Two 30-year-old men. 

C Bibio, Sebutuya ward. Young person’s wordlist. Elicited from a 14-year-old sixth 
grader in the village. 

D Kokauta, Momo’awa ward (near Taigwana’oya Primary School). 

E Asadebana, Momo’awa ward. Young person’s wordlist. 
Elicited from an 18-year-old sixth grader at Tagwana’oya Primary School. 

F Mowai, Momo’awa ward (Gaula ridge). 25-year-old man. 

G Waiwi, Momo’awa ward (Oya’oya ridge). 26-year-old woman, plus three young men 
and older lady helping. 

H Guletotounu, Duduna ward. 20-year-old girl and 17-year-old boy. 
I Yaya, Duduna ward. 25-year-old lady. 

J Bederi, Lau’oya ward (UC Church). 30-year-old elementary teacher (female). Helped 
by another young teacher and a few children. 

K Gwabegwabeya, Ulua ward. Young person’s wordlist. 13-year-old boy. Conducted at 
Basima Primary School. 

L Joridan, Ulua ward (UC church). 30-year-old male and older man helping. 

M Dimwadimwa, Ulua ward. DISQUALIFIED. Parents of informant from Gameta and he 
grew up there. No other informants available. 

N Seasea, Gameta ward. 30-year-old male. 

O Seasea, Gameta ward. Young person’s wordlist. Elicited from two girls, one in grade 8 
(14 or 15) and one in grade 7 (13 or 14), in the village. 
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Appendix D: Characteristics of the language 

Phonology 

The following phones were observed in the wordlists elicited. 
Table 33. Possible consonantal phones in Galeya 

Pulmonic Bilabial Labio-
dental Alveolar Palatal Post- 

alveolar Velar Glottal 

Plosive p    b  t   d   k  ɡ ʔ 
Nasal m  n     
Trill        
Flap   ɾ     
Lateral Flap   ɺ     
Fricative   s    h 
Approximant    j  ɣ71  
Lat. approx.   l ʎ    

 

There was also a voiced labio-velar approximant [w] common in many wordlists. In addition, there were 
labialised bilabial and velar plosives [bw], [pw], [gw], and [kw], as in nabwɛta (gloss 43, ‘wallaby’), 
pwasa (gloss 89, ‘wet’), gwau (gloss 16, ‘back’), and kwekwe (gloss 46, ‘frog’), and a labialised bilabial 
nasal [mw], as in mwata (gloss 47, ‘snake’).  

Some of these phones may not prove to be contrastive. For example, there often appeared to be free 
variation between [l], [ɾ], and [ɺ] e.g. gloss 8, ‘skin’, pronounced [bwaɾa], [bwala], or [bwaɺa].  

Table 34. Possible vocalic phones in Galeya 

 Front Central Back 

Close i  u 
Close-mid e  o 
Open-mid ɛ   
Open  a  

 

It is likely that [e] and [ɛ] are allophones of the same phoneme. There were far more examples of [ɛ] 
than of [e]. 

The Galeya language has a basic CV syllable structure. There were examples of words with a CVV 
syllable structure, but the two vowels in these cases can be read as dipthongs. The examples of CCV 
syllable structure were all cases of labialised plosives, as previously explained, and the two consonants in 
such cases might be considered to be a single consonantal phoneme. There were also examples of word-
initial vowels, but in all of these instances, the same word was elicited in another village with a glottal 
stop at the beginning.72 It may be, therefore, that the person eliciting the wordlists did not hear the 
glottal pronounced in some cases, or that glottal deletion has occurred in some villages. Such a 
phenomenon is common in the area, as documented by Lithgow (1992:35). 

All words end in a vowel, although syncope sometimes occurs in words that end in ‘mu’ or ‘ni’, 
resulting in the deletion of the final high vowel after ‘m’ or ‘n’. Examples are baibam (gloss 144, 
                                              
71There were very few examples of this, and all of them in the wordlists elicited in Seasea (Gameta ward). It is 
highly possible that this was merely part of this speaker’s idiolect. 
72 E.g. oto (gloss 6, ‘neck’, Bibio WL) and ʔotoʔ (YP WL, Bibio) 
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‘yesterday’, Bederi WL) rather than baibamu73 (1990, Sebutuya, Lithgow WL) and ʔimwaɾaton (gloss 62, 
‘he knows’, Kokauta WL) in contrast to ʔimwaɾatoni (Bibio WL). Syncope occurs in other languages on 
Fergusson Island, such as Maiadomu. It appears that in some cases syncope also occurs within words. For 
example, the word tonidi (gloss 170, ‘they’) is often pronounced tondi. There are also examples of syllabic 
‘n’, as in aʔaʔpeann̩a (gloss 83, ‘light’, YP Asadebana WL) in comparison to aʔaʔpeanina (Kokauta WL). 

Grammar 

The wordlists all show a SOV word order, as seen in the following examples. The first is from the 
Kokauta WL while the second is from Yoridan. 
1) tai  kɛdɛwa  iɺau 
 man dog  hit 

‘The man hits the dog.’ 

2) tomota ʔɛʔa  ʔiʔa 
 man yam  eat 

‘The man eats the yam.’ 

Appendix E: School attendance figures 

Table 35. Basima primary school attendance figuresa 

Grade 8 7 6 5 4 3 
Ward Language Boys Girls B G B G B G B G B G 
Lau’oya Galeya 7 10 6 1 3 13 8 10 7 7 3 4 
Duduna Galeya 3 7 6 5 1 4 4 5 3 4 4 2 
Gameta Galeya 3 5 3 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
Ulua Galeya 8 5 1 1 2 2 4 2 3 0 2 0 
Bosalewa Bosilewa 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 
TOTALS  21 27 17 10 8 20 17 17 13 12 12 15 
aThis did not include teachers’ children. 
 

                                              
73It is interesting to note than none of the current 2004 wordlists had the ‘u’ at the end of baibam. This would 
suggest that perhaps there is a period of flux where some people will use the ‘u’ and others not, but eventually it will 
be deleted entirely from this position. 
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Table 36. Momo’awa primary school attendance figures 

Grade 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Area  Language B G B G B G B G B G B G 
Awapoi Galeya 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Dodoana Galeya 1 1 0 1 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 1 
Ilage’ge’ Galeya 2 3 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 
Momo’awa Galeya 1 5 3 3 4 1 3 4 2 3 0 1 
O’oya Galeya 6 3 2 0 0 8 0 3 1 3 1 2 
Sebutuya Galeya 2 1 1 8 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 1 
Taigwana’oya Galeya 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 0 2 
Teachers Mixed 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 4 0 
Sanaroa Dobu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 
TOTALS  15 15 8 13 13 16 10 14 13 15 9 9 

Appendix F.1: Original questionnaire 

The following questions were translated into the Galeya dialect. 

Level 1 
(1) Can you ask for and give betel nut in English/Dobu? 
(2) Can you buy food at the market in ______ using only English/Dobu? 
(3) Can you tell people where you live, who your father is and about your wife/husband and children in 

English/Dobu? 
(4) If someone asks you in English/Dobu ‘How do I get to Salamo from here?’ can you tell him in 

English/Dobu or not? 
(5) Can you go to the clinic and give your child’s health card information in English/Dobu? 
(6) Can you introduce new people or visitors in English/Dobu? 

Level 2 
(1) Can you tell people about what fish you caught, where you caught them and how many fish you 

caught in English/Dobu? 
(2) Can you tell someone how you built your house in English/Dobu? 
(3) You are going to work for a logging company/mining company. If the supervisor tells you to do 

some work in English/Dobu can you understand him? 
(4) Can you give a short story of your life in English/Dobu? 
(5) Can you describe in English/Dobu the different kinds of fish that you go fishing for and how to catch 

them? 
(6) Can you tell someone in English/Dobu what to do if they have diarrhea? 
(7) Can you explain in English/Dobu why your people make sago the way they make it? 

Level 3 
(1) When you speak English/Dobu do you sometimes stop because you are not able to say what you 

want to? 
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(2) If you take your child to an English/Dobu speaking APO74 and he tells you in English/Dobu when to 
give medicine to your child and what foods you should not give your child can you understand him? 

(3) If English/Dobu speaking people want to talk about politics with you can you talk about politics with 
them in English/Dobu? 

(4) If English/Dobu speaking people argue with your people can you speak hard words back to them in 
English/Dobu? 

(5) If an English/Dobu speaking boat owner accuses you of not having paid the fare can you talk with 
him to clear things up in English/Dobu? 

(6) If 2 men are arguing in English/Dobu about a land boundary can you understand what both men are 
saying? 

(7) Can you listen to a discussion in English/Dobu at a school meeting and then tell other people who 
didn’t go to the meeting what it was about? 

(8) If an English/Dobu speaking policeman accuses you of being a criminal and you defend yourself in 
English/Dobu? 

Level 4 
(1) Can you change the way you speak English/Dobu to show respect to an older person? 
(2) If a leader comes from another area to your village and only speaks English/Dobu can you interpret 

for him? 
(3) Can you speak good English/Dobu even when you are angry? 
(4) Do English/Dobu speakers say you speak their language well? 
(5) Do you ever make a mistake when you speak English/Dobu? 
(6) Can you say just what you want when speaking English/Dobu, just like if you were using Galeya? 

Level 5 
(1) Can you speak like an English/Dobu man/woman? 
(2) If you met an English/Dobu speaker in Alotau would they think you were a native English/Dobu 

speaker? 
(3) If an English/Dobu man/woman who did not know you heard you speaking in English/Dobu on the 

other side of a wall would they think you were English/Dobu? 
(4) Do you know all of English/Dobu? 

Appendix F.2: Back translation of questions for the self-evaluation 
questionnaire 

This is the back translation into English of the Galeya dialect questions, which the survey team used to 
eliminate questions that were not clear or asked something other than what was intended. Questions in 
italics were omitted following the pilot test. 

Level 1 
(1) Can you ask for betel nut in English? 
(2) Can you go to Budoya market, ask prices, and buy what you’re asking for? 
(3) Can you tell in English who is your father, where you live, and about your family? 
(4) If someone tells you if you can go from here to Salamo, can you tell him in English? 
(5) Can you go to the clinic and ask for your child’s report card in English? 
(6) Can you help with visitors, make awareness in English? Tell people why they’ve come, and introduce them? 
(7) Can you tell people where you pull the fish and how you pull it? 

                                              
74Aid Post Orderly. 
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Level 2 
(1) Can you tell someone how you built your house? 
(2) You’re going to work at logging company. Logging officer tells you to do something, can you understand? 
(3) Can you briefly tell about your life-time in English? 
(4) Can you tell someone in English which fish you fish for and how do you fish for them? 
(5) Can you tell someone in English what to do if they have diarrhea? 
(6) Can you explain in English why do they make sago in their own way? 

Level 3 
(1) Do you stop sometimes because you don’t really know how to say it in English? 
(2) If you take child to clinic and APO are English speaker, and APO tells you the right food to give and the 

right dose to give to the child, will you understand? 
(3) If you are arguing with an English speaker, can you reply in English? 
(4) If the English speaking owner of a boat you are travelling on (and did not pay) asks for payment, can 

you solve the matter by discussing it in English? 
(5) There are two people arguing in English about land matter. Can you understand what they’re talking about? 
(6) Can you listen to a school meeting conducted in English and explain to the people who did not 

attend? 
(7) If a policeman says you’re a bad guy in English, can you clear yourself using English? 
(8) Can you make difference in you English speaking and make it more effective so you can really praise God?  

OR Can you really express in English and show how you worship the Lord? 

Level 4 
(1) If a leader comes to your place and only knows how to speak English, can you help with the 

interpretation? 
(2) Have you ever been told by an English speaker that you speak English very well? 
(3) Do you sometimes make a mistake in speaking English? 
(4) Can you ask for in English whatever you want, as if speaking your own language? 

Level 5 
(1) Can you speak like a white man? 
(2) If you met an English speaking white person in Alotau, do you think he will think you are an English 

speaker/white person? 
(3) Can a white man mistake you for being white man if he hears you, but can’t see you, because you 

are on the other side of a house? 
(4) Do you know English very well? 

Appendix F.3: Pre- and post-SEQ questions 

Pre-SEQ questions 

(1) Name 
(2) Age 
(3) Village 
(4) Grade completed at school/years of schooling in English/Dobu 
(5) Church involvement (little/attend a lot/leader) 
(6) Contact with English/Dobu (interviewees were asked how often they went to market in 

Salamo/Budoya (Dobu area) or to Alotau (English speaking), whether they had had a job and if so 
what languages they used in the job.) 
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(7) Have you always lived in this dialect (if not – where and how long)? 
(8) Where are your parents from? 
(9) Do you have any Dobu relatives? 

Post-SEQ questions 

(1) Do you like speaking English/Dobu?75 
(2) If your sister/daughter married someone who only spoke English/Dobu, how would you feel? 
(3) If your children could only speak English/Dobu how would you feel? 
(4) Which do you speak better – English or Dobu? 
(5) On a scale of 1–5 how well do you speak English/Dobu? (1 = broken, 2 = little bit, 3 = fairly well 

but still with mistakes, 4 = very good, 5 = native speaker/know everything)76 
(6) If you had a Bible in your own dialect and a Dobu Bible which would you use? If you had a Bible in 

dialect (not own) and one in Dobu which would you use?77 

Appendix F.4: SEQ data 

Table 37 gives the SEQ scores, number of respondents, and percentage of the population represented by 
these respondents. This percentage was calculated by dividing the number of people in each category 
(counted in the survey team’s census) in the villages sampled, by the total number of people in the 
sampling frame (463). 

For example, the survey team interviewed five men from the mountain area of the Galeya dialect 
that were thirty-one to forty-five years old and had gone to school, but had not completed grade six. 
Their individual scores on the English SEQ were 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, and their scores on the Dobu SEQ were 1, 
3, 3, 3, 5. In all of the villages sampled for the SEQ, the survey team counted a total of six men in this 
category (one was not interviewed) out of 463 people in the entire sampling frame in those villages. 
Therefore, these five men represent 1.3 percent (6/463) of the sampling frame. 

In six cases the survey team counted only one person in a category, but no one in that category was 
interviewed. In such cases, table 37 shows that 0.22 percent of the population fits into that category, but 
zero people were interviewed, and thus no scores are given in the score box. 

In the census the survey team found that some categories had no people in them at all (i.e. fifteen to 
thirty-year-old males with no education in the mountain area of the Galeya region). These categories are 
listed in the table as representing 0.00 percent of the population.

                                              
75This question was found not to be effective and was no longer asked after the Duduna ward testing (it was not 
asked in Lau’oya, Ulua, or Gameta wards). 
76This question was only devised after the initial testing period in Bibi’o and Sebutuya. 
77This question was only devised in the latter stages of the survey, so was not asked of individuals completing the 
SEQs in Sebutuya, Momo’awa, and Duduna wards. It was not asked of all participants in the other wards either. 
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Table 37. SEQ data 

      15–30 yrs. 31–45 yrs. 46+ yrs. 

      Male Female Male Female Male Female 
  Grade   Coast Mountain Coast Mountain Coast Mountain Coast Mountain Coast Mountain Coast Mountain 

G
al

ey
a 

Re
g 

1 

none 

  

 

0 

0.22 

%   

0.00 

%   

0.00 

%   

0.00 

% 1 0.22 % 1 

0.22 

% 3 1.08 % 1 

0.22 

% 

0

  

0.22 

% 1 

0.22 

% 2 

0.65 

% 3 

0.65 

% 

E         0 0 0 0   0 0 0 

D         5 5 335 3   1 35 334 

1–5 

  8 

2.59 

% 2 

1.73 

% 5 

1.51 

% 1 

1.30 

% 3 0.86 % 5 

1.30 

% 1 0.43 % 4 

1.51 

% 1 

0.43 

% 2 

0.65 

%   

0.00 

% 2 

0.43 

% 

E 1233 0 11 2 123 11 0 0 0 1   0 

D 33333334 3 23455 4 333 13335 0 133 3 35   34 

6–9 

  5 

3.24 

% 7 

1.73 

% 7 

3.24 

% 7 

2.81 

% 2 1.73 % 2 

0.65 

%   2.81 % 1 

3.24 

% 1 

0.22 

% 1 

0.22 

% 2 

0.43 

% 

 

0 

0.22 

% 

E 11123 113 11122 1111133 23 11 1122223 0 3 3 11   

D 23345 133 133334 111133 33 33 13334555 3 3 3 33   

Ba
si

m
a 

Re
g 

2 

none 

    

0.00 

%   

0.00 

%   

0.00 

%   

0.00 

%   0.00 % 2 

0.65 

% 2 0.65 % 1 

0.65 

% 6 

1.30 

% 3 

0.65 

% 4 

1.51 

% 9 

2.16 

% 

E           1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

D           3 1 1 1135 123 22 1111 

1–5 

  2 

0.86 

% 1 

0.22 

% 2 

1.08 

% 4 

1.08 

% 2 0.43 % 3 

0.86 

% 1 0.43 % 3 

0.65 

% 2 

0.43 

% 3 

0.65 

%   

0.00 

% 1 

0.22 

% 

E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0   0 

D 11 0 0 1 2 12 3 11 55 33   0 

6–9 

  5 

1.94 

% 4 

1.30 

% 6 

1.94 

% 9 

2.16 

% 6 1.51 % 6 

2.38 

% 9 2.16 % 2 

0.65 

% 1 

0.86 

%   

0.00 

% 

 

0 

0.22 

% 

 

0 

0.22 

% 

E 111 1111 1133 1111133 11333 111233 11133 33 0       

D 113 0 112 1 113333 13333 1122333 3 3       
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G
am

et
a/

U
lu

a 
Re

g 
3 

none 

  1 

0.65 

%   

0.00 

% 3 

0.65 

%   

0.00 

% 2 0.86 % 1 

0.22 

% 7 2.59 % 2 

0.43 

% 6 

1.73 

% 4 

0.86 

% 5 

1.30 

% 6 

1.30 

% 

E 0   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D 1   0   3 0 113 0 1355 3335 34 1113 

1–5 

  6 

1.94 

% 2 

0.43 

% 8 

3.46 

%   

0.00 

% 2 1.08 % 1 

0.22 

% 2 0.65 %   

0.00 

% 4 

0.86 

%   

0.00 

% 

 

0 

0.22 

%   

0.00 

% 

E 11 0 1   1 0 0   0       

D 33 0 111   13 0 3   3355       

6–9 

  8 

2.59 

% 2 

0.43 

% 5 

2.59 

% 3 

0.65 

% 8 3.46 % 2 

0.43 

% 9 3.46 % 1 

0.22 

% 2 

0.65 

% 1 

0.22 

% 1 

0.22 

% 1 

0.22 

% 

E 111333 33 1113 113 1111112 13 1113 1 33 0 0 1 

D 1333 33 13 1   

1112333

3     11     

1111123

3     1     

4

5     3     2   2 
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Appendix G: History of religious organisations in the area 

Information in this section was given by church leaders. David Wetherell’s book, Reluctant Mission: 
The Anglican Church in Papua New Guinea, 1891–1942 contains additional information about the 
establishment of the Methodist Mission in Milne Bay (1977). 

United Church 

The first religious group to come to the Galeya area was the United Church.78 A United Church 
missionary arrived on Dobu Island in the late nineteenth century, and later he briefly visited Duduna 
ward on Fergusson Island. Later, between the 1930s and 1950s, there were three influential Dobu 
missionaries in the area. The churches therefore have Dobu roots, which explains, at least in part, the 
prominent role that the Dobu language currently plays in churches. 

Catholic Church 

Although precise dates are uncertain, church leaders reported that the Catholic Church arrived in the 
1960s. St. Pius Sarto Church in Momo’awa ward was probably established sometime during that 
decade, and a church was started in Lau’oya in 1963. In 1982 a Dobu man from Tauru (near Esa’ala) 
started St. Andrew Catholic Church at Taigwana’oya. 

Jehovah’s Witnesses 

The third religious group to come to the area was the Jehovah’s Witnesses. In 1978 a congregation 
was started in Yaya village, where it is currently the only religious organisation. In addition to the 
one in Yaya, there is another Jehovah’s Witness congregation in Momo’awa ward that was 
established circa 2001. 

Seventh-day Adventists (SDA) 

The Seventh-day Adventist Church is the religious group that has most recently come to the dialect 
chain area. A Seventh-day Adventist congregation was started around 1980 in Mokai, in the 
Boselewa language area, and this church was the “mother church” for the SDA church in Lau’oya, 
which was founded in 1982. In 1991 SDA members from the southern part of Fergusson Island came 
to the Galeya area and another congregation was started in 1992, which is currently in Gugula 
(Sebutuya ward). 

Appendix H: Traditional culture 

People in the Galeya language area practice traditional magic to help them perform daily tasks like 
gardening, fishing, hunting, speaking, and attracting a mate. Sorcery is also practised, as well as 
divination to find out who is responsible for sorcery. People are afraid of sorcery, a power which is 
said to be hereditary and often belongs to women. Land in the area also belongs to females and is 
passed on to the daughters of a family, so that men often move to their wives' land to live and 
garden. The governmental system of authority, the ward councillor, has replaced some of the 
traditional authority structure. For example, there is no longer a leader with authority over all the 
clans in an area whose leadership is passed on to his son. However, clan elders still have authority 
and a power that people respect. Traditional feasts are still celebrated in the Galeya language area. 

                                              
78This information is as reported by United Church leaders. Other sources indicate that the Methodist Mission 
was the precursor to the United Church, which was established through the merge of several churches in the 
1960s. 
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Appendix I.1: Wordlists—Dobu and Galeya dialects 

 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

1 head debana waʔo bwalubwalu bwalubwalu bwalubwalu bwalubwalu bwalubwalu bwalubwaluɡu 
2 hair uyauya dɛba dɛba dɛba dɛbada dɛba dɛba dɛbada 
3 mouth auwa auwa auwaʔ auwa auwada auwa auwa awaɡo 
4 nose ubusu abulu abulu abuɺu abuluɺa abulu abuɺu abuluɡu 
5 eye mata mata mataʔ mata mataɺa mata mata mataɡo 
6 neck oto oto ʔotoʔ anio otodo anio anio anio 
7 stomach ɡamwa ɡamwa ɡamwa ɡamwa ɡamwaɺa ɡamwa ɡamwa ɡamwa 
8 skin bwaɾa bwala bwaɺa bwaɺa bwaɺada bwaɺa bwaɺa bwaɾa 
9 knee aetutu aɛtutu aɛtutu aɛtutu atutuda aɛtutu aɛtutu aetutu 
10 ear tena ania ania ania aniada ania ania ania 
11 tongue mela mɛʔa mɛʔa mɛʔa mɛʔada mɛʔa mɛʔa mɛa 
12 tooth saɾa haɺa haɺa haɺa haɾada haɺa haɺa saɾa 
13 breast susu huhu huhu huhu huhuda huhu huhu susu 
14 hand nɛima dima dimaʔ dima dimada dima dima dimaɡu 
15 foot (sole) NO ENTRY aɛlapalapa aɛlapalapa aɛlapalapa alapalapa ailapalapa ailapalapa aɛlapalapa 
16 back ɡwau ɡwau ɡwauʔ ɡwauʔ ɡwauda ɡwau ɡwau ɡwau 
17 shoulder aɾa tabaɺa tabaɺa tabaɺaɡu tabaɺada tabaɾa tabaɾa baɡabaɡana 
18 forehead isauwa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY maʔida maida 
19 chin umi umi umi umiʔ umida umi umiʔ umi 
20 elbow nimatutu dimatutu dimatutu dimatutu dimatutula dimatutu dimatutu dimatutu 
21 thumb nimamatapou dimatabutabudɛna dimatabutabudena dimatabutabudɛ dimatabutabulɛda dimatabutabudɛɡu dimatabutabudɛna dimatatabdɛna 
22 leg ae aɛ ae aɛʔ aɛda aɛ ae aɛ 
23 heart ʔatɛ ʔatɛ NO ENTRY atɛʔ atɛɺa NO ENTRY aʔtɛ ʔatɛ 
24 liver nuamaɡi nuaɡo NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY nuwaʔ 
25 bone ɭuɭu ɺuɺu ɺuɺu ɺuɺu ɺuɺuda ɺuɺu ɺuɺu ɺuɺu 
26 blood ɺaɺa huɺaɺa huɺaɺa huɺaɺa huɺaɺɛda huɺaɺa huɺaɺa suɺaɺa 
27 baby ɡuamameɺameɺana mɛamɛa mɛjamɛja mɛamɛa NO ENTRY mɛmɛa NO ENTRY mɛamɛa 
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 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

28 girl ɡuamamewainɛna ɡwanamelainɛna ɡwanaɡioʔuna ɡumaɡwɛinena ɡwadina ɡwɛdinɛ ɡumaɡwɛinɛ NO ENTRY 
29 boy ɡuamamɛʔoɭotona ɡuanamɛlamoina NO ENTRY tubuau tubuau NO ENTRY tubuau NO ENTRY 
30 old woman kaiaɭe hinɛbada hinebada lainɛhinɛhinɛbedɛna hinɛbada kaikaiʔaɾɛna hinɛbada mokaiʔ 
31 old man inapuanatu taubada taubada tautaubadɛna tautaubada inapuana taubada taubada 
32 woman wainɛ NO ENTRY laine laine ɡwadina NO ENTRY lainɛ kaiaɺɛ 
33 man tai tai tai tai tai tai tai NO ENTRY 
34 father tama tama tama tama tamada tamaɡu tama tama 
35 mother sina hina hina hina hinada sinaɡu hina sinaʔ 
36 same sex sibling tasi hiana hina hina hinada hiaɡu hia siaɡu 
37 opposite sex sibling nuɡu nuna nuɡu nuɡu nuda nuɡu nuɡu nuɡu 
38 name ʔesana ɺoɺouna ɺoɺouna lolouna lolouna ɺoɺona lolouna ɺoɺouna 
39 bird manua manua manua manua manua manua manua manua 
40 dog kedeuwa wauʔɛ kedewa kedewa kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa 
41 pig bauwɛ bauwɛ bauwɛ limwuau bauwɛʔ bauwɛ bauwɛ borokai 
42 cassowary NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
43 wallaby kɛɭɛi nabweta kɛɺɛi kɛɺɛi kɛɺɛi kɛɺɛi kɛɺɛi nabweta 
44 flying fox kapalawa meboji mɛboi mɛboi mɛboi mɛboi mɛboi mɛboi 
45 rat kokoɾaka mwamwau mwamwaʔu mwamwau kokoɺaka mwamwaʔu mwamwau mwamwau 
46 frog kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ 
47 snake mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata 
48 fish ʔijana ɛpihɛ iana iana ijana iana iana iana 
49 person tomotai tomota tomota tomota tomota tomota tomota tomota 
50 he sits ʔimiamiatowa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
51 he is standing ʔitoʔtoɾo ʔitotoɺɛ totoɺɛ taiʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ 
52 he is lying down NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɛnoiɺaiɺau NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ʔiɺiɺiɺi NO ENTRY 
53 he is sleeping ʔienoʔeno iʔɛnoʔɛno iʔɛnoɛno taiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno 
54 he is walking ʔitauʔtauja iwalawala taiiwalawala taiwalawala ʔiwalawala ʔiwalawala ʔiwalawala ʔiwalawala 
55 he bites (a dog) ʔiɡoʔiɡoʔia hijɛaɾaɾata NO ENTRY NO ENTRY iʔaɺaaɺata ɛʔaɺaʔaɺata ʔiɛaɺaaɺata iʔɺaɺata 
56 he eats ʔiɛʔai ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa taiʔɛʔɛʔa taiiʔɛʔɛʔa ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa tomotajɛʔɛa 
57 he gives it to me ʔiʔɛʔbwoʔɛɡuma ʔiʔɛbwaɛɡu taiʔiʔɛbwaiɡu taiɛbwaɛɡu ʔiʔɛbwaiɡu ʔiʔɛbwaiɛɡu ʔiɛbwaiɛʔɡu kamɛʔinɛiɡu 
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 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

58 he sees iʔitaʔita ʔiʔita ʔiʔita taiʔiʔita ʔiʔitaʔita ʔiʔitaita ʔiʔitaita ʔitaita 
59 he comes ʔimɛimai ʔima ʔimaʔ taiʔimɛmɛma ʔimaʔ ʔimɛmɛima ʔima ʔimɛmɛima 
60 he says ionauna ʔiona ʔiona taiiʔoai ʔiona ʔionauna ʔionaona ʔionaona 
61 he hears ʔiɛnoɛnona ʔinoa ʔinowa taiiʔenowala ʔinowa ʔiɛnoai ʔiɛnowala ʔiɛʔɛnoaɺa 
62 he knows imwaɭamwaɭatoni ʔimwaɾatoni ʔimwaɾaton taiʔimoɾaton ʔimwaɾaton ʔimwaɾaton ʔimwaɺaton ʔilaɡoi 
63 he drinks ʔinumanuma ʔiduma ʔiduma taiʔiduma ʔiduma ʔiduma ʔidumaduma ʔiduma 
64 he hits iununu ʔiɺaua ʔiɺau ʔiɺawaʔ ʔilɛwa ʔiɺau ʔiɺauɺauwa ʔiɺauɺa 
65 he kills ʔiɭoɛɭoɛmwawasa ʔiɺoɛmati ʔiɺoɛmwawasa ʔiɺoɛmwawaha ʔilɛmowa ʔiɺoɛmatɛ ʔitutunaimatɛ ʔitutunɛmatɛ 
66 he dies imwamwawasa ijuɺu ʔiwuɺu taiiuɺu ʔiuɺu ʔiuɺu ʔiuɺu ʔiuɺu 
67 it burns ʔiaɭaʔaɭata iʔaɺaaɺata aɺaɾaʔaɺata tuabɛaɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata aɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata 
68 it flies ʔitaɛʔtaɛɭa ʔipapa ʔipapa ʔipapapa ʔipapapa ʔipapapa ʔipapapa ʔipapa 
69 he swims ʔitubetube NO ENTRY ʔitubɛ tubɛ ʔitubɛtubɛ ʔitubɛ ʔitubɛʔtubɛʔ ʔitubɛ 
70 he runs ipiɭipiɭi ʔiɺɛɺɛwaina ʔiɺɛwaina taiiɺɛɺɛwaina ʔilwaina ʔiɛɺɛwaina ʔiɺɛɺɛwaina ʔilɛwaina 
71 he falls down ʔiʔbɛʔu ibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu taiʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu ibɛu 
72 he catches ʔiʔaɭaɡamota ʔiaɺaɡamota ʔiʔaɭaɡamota taiaʔaɺaɡamota ʔiaɺaɡamota aɺaɡamota ʔiaɺaɡamohiʔ ʔiaɺaɡuwa 
73 he coughs ʔitoɡutoɡuɾa ʔihoʔa hoʔa taiihoaʔohoʔa ʔihoʔa ʔihoʔa ʔihoʔa isoa 
74 he laughs ʔiɛdaɛdaɡi ʔiɛnama ʔiɛnama taiijɛnaɛnama ʔiɛnama ʔiɛnama ʔiɛnama ʔilai 
75 he dances ʔiɭauɭausa ʔihula ʔiɺausaʔ taiihula ʔihula ʔihula ʔihula ʔisula 
76 big sinabwana hinanina hinana hinanina hinanina hinanina hinanina tabudɛna 
77 small ɡiokuna ɡiokuna mɛkikina kɛʔkɛʔuna kɛkɛuna mɛkikina kɛkɛina kikina 
78 good boboʔana kauhaɺena kauhaɺa kauhaɺena kauhaɺena kauhaɺa kauhaɺa kausaɺena 
79 bad toʔumaɭina ɡɛinaʔ ɡɛina ɡɛina ɡɛina ɡɛinaʔ ɡɛinaʔ ɡɛina 
80 long duduɾana ɛʔɛʔboɺonina ɛbwaɺona ɛbwaɾona ɛbwaɛbwaɾona ɛbwaɺona ɛbwaɺona manomanona 
81 short kukupana kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna mwaʔipwɛna kakapuwɛna maipwɛna 
82 heavy mwauna mwauna mwaunaʔ mwaunaʔ mwauna mwau mwau mwau 
83 light kapɛkapɛɭana aʔaʔpɛjan̩na aʔaʔpɛjana aʔaʔpɛanina aʔaʔpeann̩a aʔaʔpianina aʔaʔpɛanɛʔ mɛmɛanina 
84 cold (water) ɡonituna ɡonn̩tu ɡoʔɡoʔ ɡoɡoʔ ɡoɡoʔ ɡoɡo ɡoɡoʔ ɡoɡo 
85 hot (water) jaijaina lailaina lailai lailai lailai kakalailai lailai lailai 
86 new auwauna ɛwauna ɛwaunaʔ auwau ɛwauna ɛwauna ɛwaunaʔ ɛjauna 
87 old kadekadelina tuwɛtuwɛna kadɛkadɛjuna tuɛtuɛna tuwɛtuwɛna tuɛtuwɛna tuwɛtuwɛna tutuwɛna 
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 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

88 round puɭipuɭina puɺipuɺina puɺipuɺina puɺipuɺina pulipulina puɺipuɺina puɺipuɺi puɺipuɺina 
89 wet (clothing) pwasa pwahɛpwahɛna pohapoha pwahaʔ pwahɛpwahɛna pwaha pwohapwoha pwasɛna 
90 dry (clothing) ɭadaɭada labulabuna labulabuna lapahina labulabuna labulabuna labulabuna labulabuna 
91 full ma iɡaɺapwɛ ɡaɾapuwɛʔ taɡaɺapwɛ ʔiɡaɾapwɛ laɡapwɛ ɺaɡapwɛ ɺaɺaɡapwɛina 
92 road ʔɛda ʔɛda ʔɛda ɛda ɛda ɛda ɛda ɛda 
93 stone ɡuɭewa ɡuɺeɡuɺewa ɡuɺewa daʔudaʔula daʔuɺa daʔuɺa daʔuɺa ɡuɾɛwa 
94 earth (ground) baɭɛʔubuaʔaʔ hanɛɡwaɾa hanɛɡwaɺa hanɛɡwaɺa hanɛɡwaɾa taʔtaʔnowa hanɛɡwaɺa tatano 
95 sand kaukau kaukau kaukau kaukau kaukau kaukau kaukau kaukau 
96 mountain ola ola ola ola ola oʎa ola ola 
97 fire kaiwɛaɭaʔaɭasina tuwaɡu tuwaɡu tuwaɡu tuwaɡu tuwaɡu tuwaɡu lɛu 
98 smoke ʔasu alu ʔalu ʔalu bwauwa aɺu aɺu alu 
99 ashes kaɭikau aɺiau aɺiau aɺiau aliau aɺiau aɺiau aɺiau 
100 sun sinaɾa inaɺa ʔinaɺa inaɺa inaɺa inaɾa inaɺa inaɾa 
101 moon nauwaɾaɛ tabuʔona tabuʔona tabuʔona tabuona tabuʔona tabuona wɛtai 
102 star kwadima unɛaɺa ɡwadima ɡwadima ɡwadima kwadima kwadima uniaɾa 
103 cloud pwana kuau pwana pwana kwau kwau kwau kwau 
104 rain usana ʔuhana ʔuhana uhana uhana uhana uhana uhana 
105 wind laɡiɾa laɡiɺa laɡiɺa laɡiɺa laɡiɺa laumai laumai laumai 
106 water bwasi bwahi konopa bwahi bwahi bwahi bwahi bwasi 
107 vine mwanamwana mwaɺɛwa mwaɾɛʔwa mwalɛʔwa mwalɛoʔa mwaɾɛowa mwaɺɛʔwa mwaɺɛwa 
108 tree kaiwɛʔ kaiwɛʔ kaiʔwɛʔ kaiwɛʔ kaiwɛ ɛwa ʔɛwa kaiwɛ 
108 stick DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ðɪʃæʊɑɮɪɤɪɛð 
110 bark (tree) kaiwɛʔbwaɾana kɛbwaɺabwaɺa kɛbwaɺabwaɺa kaiwɛʔbwaɺana ʔɛwabwaɾana bwaɺa ʔɛwabwaɾana kaiwebwaɾana 
111 seed (for planting) ʔatu ʔatu bɛhi bɛhi bɛhiʔ bɛhi bɛhi pɛsi 
112 root ɭamu ɺamu ɺoɺota ɺoɺota ɺaɺota ɺoɺota ɺoɺota ɺoɺota 
113 leaf ɭauwa loa lowaʔ lowa lowalowa lowa lowa lowa 
114 meat esio ɛhio ɛhio ɛhio ɛhio ɛhio ɛhio ɛsio 
115 fat ɭapa lapa lapa ɺapa lapa lapa lapa lapa 
116 egg pou pou pou poʔia pou pou pwou pou 
117 louse utu kaɺamaɡa kaɾamaɡa ʔutu ʔutu utu utu utu 
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 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

118 feather daɡuɭa daɡuɺa daɡuɾa daɡuɾa daɡula daɡuɺa daɡuɺa daɡuɺa 
119 horn (of an animal) NO ENTRY NO ENTRY kunaʔ kunaʔ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
120 wing papɛ papɛ papɛ papɛ papɛna papɛna papɛ papɛ 
121 claw aemataɡiɡi dimakɛkukɛku dimakɛkukɛkuna dimataɡiɡi dimawɛɡɛɡɛɡɛna dimakɛkukɛku dimawɛɡawɛɡa dimakɛku 
122 tail ijuiju uɺi uɺi uɺi uɺi uɺina uɺi uɺi 
123 one ɛpwɛuina ibou ʔibo ibou ibu ɛbou ʔibou jɛsina 
124 two ɛɭua mɛɺua ɛɺua ɛɺua ɛɺua ɛɺuwa ɛɺua mɛluwa 
125 three ʔɛtoi mɛto mɛto mɛto mɛto mɛto mɛtoʔ mɛtoʔ 
126 four ʔata daʔina daina daʔina NO ENTRY daʔina daʔina daina 
127 five nima dimann̩a dimann̩a dimanina NO ENTRY dimanina dimanina dimanina 
128 ten sanau lauwou lauwou lauwou NO ENTRY lauwou lauwou lauwou 
129 taro poɾo uwaʔa boɾo buwaʔa ʔuwaʔa boɾo boɺo boɺo 
130 sugarcane tou ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu 
131 yam bebai ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔai ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa ɛa 
132 banana udi mwaʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi bwai 
133 sweet potato komwaɾa kowaɾa putɛtɛ kowaɺaʔ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ 
134 bean NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
135 axe kunuwaiʔi kunuai kawaɺɛwa konuai kunuwai konuai konuai konuai 
136 knife ʔiɭa NO ENTRY uɺaɡwadida uɺaɡwadiɺa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY nomta 
137 spear ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita 
138 bilum (string bag) NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
139 house ʔanua ahaʔ ʔahaʔ ahaʔ ahaʔ aha ahaʔ wanuwa 
140 tobacco tapuaʔɛ kahiʔijɛ kahiʔɛ kahijɛʔ ɡahijɛʔ kahijɛ kahijɛʔ kasia 
141 morning ɡonaɡona ɡonaɡona ʔawaʔawa ɡonaɡona ʔawaʔawa awuawu ɡonaɡona awaija 
142 afternoon asinuanua ahinuanua ahinuanua ahinuanuwaʔ boiboi boiboi boiboi boiboi 
143 night boiboi niniwana niniwana niniwana niniwana boiboi boiboi boiboi 
144 yesterday boɡa aiʔbam aibam aibam ʔaibam aibam aibam baiʔbam 
145 tomorrow ɡibwa ɡiʔbwai ɡibwaʔi ɡibwaʔi ɡibwaʔi ɡibwaʔi ɡibwaʔi tabɛɡa 
146 white uwakewakekena buɺabuɺa buɺabuɺa wadaʔɛa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY wadɛwadɛina 
147 black ɡaiɡaina ɡatuɡatuna kwaukwauna kwaukwauna kwaukwauna kwaukwauna kwaukwauna ɡatuɡatuna 
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 Speech Variety DOBU GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA GALEYA 

 Village Budoya Bibio YP Bibio Kokauta YP Asadebana Mowai (Gaula) Waiwi Guletotouno 

148 yellow ɭauɭauna ɺauɺauna NO ENTRY ʔoʔouna NO ENTRY tautauwana NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
149 red bweɭbweɭalina hulahulalɛna huɾahuɾaena huɺahuɺaɛna NO ENTRY huɺahuɺaɾɛna huɺaɺa dɛdɛaina 
150 green kaɾakaɾawina aɺaʔaɺawina aɾaaɾawa aɾaaɾauwina NO ENTRY aɾaaɾawina aɺaaɺawa aɺaaɺawina 
151 many ijauna ɛɺia ɛɺia ɛɺia ɛɺiɛɺi ɛɺiɛna ɛɺia auna 
152 all maiʔboʔana maibuana bodaʔ maʔboana bodaʔ maiʔboʔana maiboʔadi maibowada 
153 this ɡatɛ kamɛ kamɛʔ kamaʔ kamɛi kamɛ kamɛ kamɛʔ 
154 that ɡotɛ kanoʔ kano kanoʔ kano NO ENTRY kano kano 
155 what? toʔase tiɡuwa tiɡuwa tiɡuwaʔ tiɡuwa tiɡuwa tiɡuwa ʔɛtoɡa 
156 who? ɭaita ɺaita ʔaita ʔaiʔta ʔaita abɛiɡa aita abɛiɡa 
157 when? totuta maiha maihaʔ totula maihana maiʔboʔana maiboʔada maibowada 
158 where? mwaʔo maʔo mana maʔo maʔo maʔo maʔo mana 
159 yes ʔo ɡɛja ʔɛa ɡɛʔa NO ENTRY ɛa ɛa aijaʔ 
160 no niɡɛa kakai ɡɛhɛnɛ kakaʔ kakau kakai kakai NO ENTRY 
161 not NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
162 I ɭabweɭa loʔ lowoʔ lowoʔ lowoʔ lowoʔ lowoʔ lowoʔ 
163 you (singular) ojo om om om om om om om 
164 he tauna tonina tonaʔ tonina tona tonina tonina NO ENTRY 
165 we two (exclusive) NO ENTRY imawɛtɛ itwɛta imawɛʔtɛi NO ENTRY atɛluwa atɛluwa imamamaluwa 
166 you two NO ENTRY omuwɛtɛ omuwɛtɛ omuwɛtɛi omuwɛtɛ watɛluwa omuwɛtɛ omimimaluwa 
167 they two NO ENTRY tondiwɛtɛ tondiwɛtɛ tondiwɛtɛi tondiwɛtɛ hɛtɛluwa tondiwɛtɛ tondidimaluwa 
168 we (plural excl.) ʔaboʔama ima NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ima ima ima 
169 you (plural) ʔomi omi omi omi om omi omi omi 
170 they (plural) taudi tondi tondi tondi tondi tondi tondi tonidi 
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Appendix I.2: Wordlists—Basima, Ulua, and Gameta dialects 

 
Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

1 head debada bwaɺubwaɺu bwalubwaluta bwaɺubwaɺuna bwaɺubwaɺuna debana 

2 hair dɛbadɛbada dɛba dɛbada dɛbana dɛbana dɛbada 

3 mouth auwaɡu awa auwada awana awaɣu awada 

4 nose abuluɡu abulu abuludu abuʎu abulu abulu 

5 eye mataɡu mataʔ mataɾa matana mataɣu matada 

6 neck anio anio otoda otona otoɣu otoda 

7 stomach ɡamwaɡu ɡamwa ɡamom ɡamoda ɡamo ɡamoda 

8 skin bwaɾaɡu bwaɺaʔ kakanida kakanida kakana kakanida 

9 knee aitutuɡu aɛtutu atutuda aetutuda aɛtutuɡu aɛtutuda 

10 ear aniaɡu ania aniada aniana aniana aniada 

11 tongue mɛaɡu mɛʔa mɛʔada mɛʔana mɛʔana mɛʔada 

12 tooth saɺa soʔi nioda niona saɺana saɾada 

13 breast susuɡu susu susu susu susu susu 

14 hand dimaɡu dimaʔ dima dimana dima dimada 

15 foot (sole) alapalapaɡo aɛlapalapa aiʎapaʎada aelapalapa aɛlapalapa aɛlapalapa 

16 back ɡwauɡo ɡwau ɡwauda ɡwauda ɡwau ɡwauda 

17 shoulder baɡabaɡaɡo baɡabaɡa ɡabaɡabada ɡabaɡabada ɡabaɡabana ɡabaɡabada 

18 forehead maiɡo mai maiɡu maida maiɡu maida 

19 chin umiɡo umi umida umida umiɡu umida 

20 elbow dimatutuɡo dimatutu dimatutuda dimatutuda dimatutuɣu dimatutuda 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

21 thumb dimatatabudeɡo dimatatabudɛda dimatabudɛda dimatatabudɛda dimatabudɛɡu dimatabudɛda 

22 leg aɛ aɛ aida aɛ aɛɡu aɛda 

23 heart aʔtɛɡo ʔatɛ ʔatɛda ʔatɛ ʔatɛ ʔatɛda 

24 liver nuaɡo nuwa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
25 bone NO ENTRY ɺuɺu ɺuɺuda ɺuɺu ɺuɺu ɺuɺuda 

26 blood suɾaɺeɡo daʎa daʎaida daʎa daʎa suɺaɺa 

27 baby mɛmɛa mɛmɛa pwɛpwɛa pwɛpwɛa pwɛpwɛa pwɛpwɛa 

28 girl NO ENTRY ɛsasabaʔ ɛsasabaʔ ɛsasabaʔ ɛsaɛsaba ɛsasaba 

29 boy NO ENTRY tubuau tubuwau NO ENTRY tubuwau tubuau 

30 old woman sinɛbada mokaiʔ NO ENTRY moʔai moʔai moʔai 

31 old man taubada tomwala tubudau tomwala tomwala tomwaɺa 

32 woman kaijaɭɛ ɺauɺɛ ɡwadini ɡwadinɛ ɡwadinɛ ɡwadinɛ 

33 man NO ENTRY ɺaɺamwa ɺaɺamwa NO ENTRY ɺaɺamo ɺaɺamo 

34 father tamaɡo tama tamada tama tama tamada 

35 mother sinana sina sinada sina sina sinada 

36 same sex sibling siana siana sia siada siana siada 

37 opposite sex sibling nuna nuna nuɡu nuda nuɡu nuda 

38 name aɡololou ɺoɺouna ɺoɺou ʎoʎou ɺoɺouna ɺoɺouna 

39 bird manua manua manuwa manua manua manua 

40 dog kedewa kɛdɛwaʔ kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa kɛdɛwa 

41 pig borokai bauwɛʔ bauwɛ bauwɛ bauwɛ bauwɛ 

42 cassowary NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
43 wallaby kelei nabweta nabweta nabweta nabweta nabweta 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

44 flying fox meboi mɛboi maʎawɛda mɛlawɛda mɛboi malawɛda 

45 rat mwamwao mwamwau mwamwau mwamwau mwamwaʔu mwamwaʔu 

46 frog kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ kwɛkwɛ 

47 snake mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata mwata 

48 fish iana iana iana daidai ʔiana ʔiana 

49 person tomotau tamota tomota tamota tomota tomota 

50 
he sits 

kamɛiʔiʔsobuiduwɛd

uwɛ ʔinisɛba ʔinisom ʔininisom ʔinisom kambɛʔinisom 

51 he is standing kamɛiʔtotolɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɾɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ ʔitotoɺɛ 

52 he is lying down kamɛijɛnoiɭaiɭai NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
53 he is sleeping kamɛijɛnoino ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno ʔiɛnoɛno kambeʔoʔiɛnoɛno 

54 he is walking kamɛiwalawala ʔiwalawala ʔiwalawala ʔiwaʎawaʎa ʔiwaʎawaʎa kambɛʔowalawala 

55 he bites (a dog) jɛaɭaʔaɭata NO ENTRY sɛaɺaaɺata sɛaɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata NO ENTRY 
56 he eats kamɛijɛʔɛa ʔiʔɛʔɛa ʔiɛʔɛʔa ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa ʔiʔɛʔɛʔa kambɛʔoʔiʔɛʔɛʔa 

57 he gives it to me kamɛʔinɛiɡu ʔinɛiɡu ʔinɛiɡu ʔinɛiɡu ʔinɛiɡu ʔinɛiɡu 

58 he sees ʔiʔitaʔita ʔiʔita ʔiʔita ʔiʔita ʔiʔitaʔita ʔiʔitaʔita 

59 he comes kamɛimɛmɛima ʔima ʔimɛmɛima ʔimɛmɛima ʔimɛmɛima ʔimɛmɛima 

60 he says ʔionaona ʔiɺoai ʔiona ʔionauna ʔionaona ʔionaona 

61 he hears kamɛijeʔenoaɭa ʔiɛʔɛnowala ʔinoa ʔinowa ʔiɛnoaʎa ʔinowa 

62 he knows tailaɡoi ʔilaɡoi ʔiʎaɡoi ʔiʎaɡoi ʔiʎaɡoi ʔiɺaɡoi 

63 he drinks kamɛʔidumɛdumɛ ʔiduma ʔiduma ʔiduma ʔiduma ʔidumaʔ 

64 he hits kamɛiʔiɭauɭaum ʔiɺau ʔiɺaua ʔiɺau ʔiɺau ʔiɺau 

65 he kills NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ʔitunaimatɛ NO ENTRY 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

66 he dies kamɛtaiuɭu ʔiuɺu ʔimatɛ ʔimatɛ ʔimatɛ ʔimatɛ 

67 it burns leuʔiaɭaʔaɭata iʔaɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata iʔaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata iʔaɺaaɺata 

68 it flies ipaʔpaʔpa ʔipapa ʔipapapa ʔipapa ʔipapa ʔipapa 

69 he swims ʔitubɛʔtubɛʔ ʔitubɛ ʔitubɛtubɛ ʔitubɛ ʔitubɛ ʔitubɛ 

70 he runs kamɛʔilɛlewaina ʔiɺɛwaina ʔilɛʔwaina ʔilɛʔwaina ʔilɛʔwana ʔilɛʔwaina 

71 he falls down kamɛʔibɛou ʔibɛu ʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu ʔibɛʔu 

72 he catches ʔiaɺaɡuwa ʔiaɺaɡuwa ʔiaɺaɡuwa ʔiaɺaɡuwa ʔiaɺaɡamota ʔiaɺaɡuwa 

73 he coughs kameisoʔasoʔa ʔisoʔa ʔisoʔa ʔisoʔa ʔisoʔa ʔisoʔa 

74 he laughs kamɛʔilailai ʔiʎai ʔiʎai ʔilai ʔiʎai ʔiɺai 

75 he dances kamɛʔsulasula ʔisuʎa ʔisuʎa ʔisula ʔisuʎa ʔisula 

76 big tabudena tabudɛna tabudɛna tabudɛna tabudɛna tabudɛna 

77 small mɛkikina makikina maiʔina maiʔina maiʔiʔina maiʔina 

78 good kinabuwɛna ɡinawbwɛna bwɛːbwɛna bwɛbwɛna bwɛbwɛna bwɛbwɛna 

79 bad kɛinaʔ ɡɛina ɡɛina ɡɛina ɡɛina ɡɛina 

80 long manomanona manomanona manomanona manomanona duduɺana duduɺana 

81 short maiʔpwɛna maʔipwɛna maʔipwɛna maʔipwɛna maʔiʔpwɛna maʔiʔpwɛna 

82 heavy mwauʔ mwaunaʔ ʔimwona ʔimo ʔimona ʔimo 

83 light mɛmɛanina mɛmɛanina mɛmɛanina mɛmɛanina mɛmɛjanina mɛmɛanina 

84 cold (water) bwasiɡwontu ɡoɡoʔ ɡoɡoʔ ɡoɡo ɡoɡo ɡoɡo 

85 hot (water) lailaina ʎaiʎaina ʎaiʎai ʎaiʎai ʎaiʎai ʎaiʎai 

86 new ɛauna ɛauʔuna ɛauna ɛauna ɛauna ʔɛauna 

87 old taiʔɛtutuena tutuwɛna tutuwɛna tutuwɛna tutuwɛna tutuwɛna 

88 round pulipulina puɺipuɺi kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna kakapuwɛna 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

89 wet (clothing) pwasa pwasaʔ pwasina nutɛna pwasa pwasɛna 

90 dry (clothing) labulabu ʎaʎata saisaina saisaiɛna saisaiɛna saɛsaɛna 

91 full tailaɡapweʔ ɺaɡapwɛʔ ʔiɡaɾapwɛʔ iɺaɡapwɛi ɺaɡapwɛ ʔiɺaɡaɺapwɛ 

92 road ɛda ɛnau ɛnau ɛnau ɛnau ɛnau 

93 stone dauraʔ daʔuɺa daʔuɺa daʔuɺa daʔuɺa daʔuɺa 

94 earth (ground) taʔtaʔnoa tatanoa tatanoa tatanoa tatanowa tatanoa 

95 sand kaukau mwɛmwɛdoɺa NO ENTRY NO ENTRY mwɛmwɛdoɺa mwɛmwɛdoɺa 

96 mountain ola oʎa oʎa ola oʎa ola 

97 fire lɛu ʎɛu ʎɛu lɛu ʎɛu ʎɛu 

98 smoke alu aʎu aʎu aʎu aʎu aʎu 

99 ashes aɭiʔau aɺiau aɺiau aɺiau aɺiʔau aɺiau 

100 sun inaɾaʔ ʔinaɺa babaʔau babaʔau ʔinaɺa ʔinaɾa 

101 moon nɛwaɾai wɛtaʔi wɛtaʔi wɛtaʔi tabuona tabuʔona 

102 star unɛiɾa unɛjaɺa unɛaʎa unɛaɺa unɛaɾa unɛaɾa 

103 cloud kwau kwau kwau kwau kwau kwau 

104 rain uwanaʔ uwana uwana uwana uwana uwana 

105 wind laumai ʎaina ʎaina ʎaina ʎaina ʎaina 

106 water bwasi bwɛʎɛ bwasi bwɛʎɛ bwasi bwasi 

107 vine mwaɭɛwa mwaɺɛwa mwaɺɛʔwa mwaɺɛʔwa mwalɛʔowa mwaɾɛʔwa 

108 tree kaiwɛʔ ɛwaʔ ɛwa ɛwa ʔɛwa ʔɛwa 

108 stick DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
110 bark (tree) kaiwɛsɛpɛna bwaɺaʔ kakanina kakana kakana kakana 

111 seed (for planting) NO ENTRY pɛsi pɛsi pɛsi ʎaɡoɡo pɛsi 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

112 root ɭoɭota ɺoɺota ɛɺoɺosina ɺoɺota ɾoɾota ɺoɺota 

113 leaf lowaʔ ʎowa ʎoina lowa ʎowa ʎoina 

114 meat esio ɛsio ɛsiona ɛsio ɛsio ɛsio 

115 fat ɭapɛna ʎapa ʎapɛna ʎapa ʎapa ʎapɛna 

116 egg pou pou pwou pou pwou pwou 

117 louse utu utu utu utu ʔutu ʔutu 

118 feather daʔɡuɭa daɡuɺa daɡuɺina daɡuɺa daɡuɾa daɡuɺa 

119 horn (of an animal) anaɡita NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
120 wing papɛna papa papɛna papɛna papɛna papɛna 

121 claw dimakekuna dimakɛku dimakɛkuna dimakɛkuna dimakɛku dimakɛkuna 

122 tail uɭina uɺi uɺina uɺi uɺina uʎina 

123 one jɛsina jɛsina ɛʔɛsina ɛʔɛsɛna ʔiɛsi ʔiɛsi 

124 two ɭua luwa mɛɺuwa mɛɺuwa mɛluwa mɛluwa 

125 three mɛto mɛto mɛto meʔto mɛto mɛtoʔ 

126 four daina daʔina daʔina daʔina puɺina pulinaʔ 

127 five dimanina dimanina dimanina dimanina dimanina dimanina 

128 ten lauwo ɺauwou ʎauwo lauwou ʎauwo lauwo 

129 taro boɾo duʎu dɛdɛba dɛdɛba biʔwa bwaɡau 

130 sugarcane ɡwɛitu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu ɡwɛtu tou tou 

131 yam ɛa ɛʔa ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa ʔɛʔa 

132 banana bwaiʔiʔi bwaʔiʔi moʔɛʔ moʔɛ moʔɛʔ moʔɛ 

133 sweet potato putete putɛtɛ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ putɛtɛ 

134 bean NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
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Speech Variety 

Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

135 axe kunuaʔi kunuwai kunuwai kawaɺɛwa talawana ɺeɡisa 

136 knife nomta nomta nomta numta ʔiama NO ENTRY 
137 spear ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita ɡita 

138 bilum (string bag) NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
139 house NO ENTRY wanuwaʔ wanuwa wanuwa wanuwa wanuwa 

140 tobacco kasiʔa kasia kasia kasia kasia kasia 

141 morning ʔauwaʔauwa awaawaʔ awaʔawaʔ awaawaʔ maʔaʔwaia maʔaʔwaia 

142 afternoon boiboi ɡoɡoɺuwana ɡoɡoɺuwana ɡoɡoɺuwana ʔɛatana boiboi 

143 night niniuwana niniuwana niniuwana niniuwana niniwana niniwana 

144 yesterday aiʔbam baibam baibam boi boi boi 

145 tomorrow tabeɡa tabɛɡa ʔitoma ʔitomwa ʔitoma ʔitomwa 

146 white namanamalina buɺɛbuɺɛna buɺɛbuɺɛna buɺɛbuɺɛna buɺɛbuɺɛna wadɛwadɛina 

147 black ɡatuɡatuna ɡatuɡatuna ɾoɡakawawaina ɡaɡawawaina ɡaɡawawina ɡaɡawawina 

148 yellow ʔoʔouna ouʔouna NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
149 red bwebwealina dɛdɛjaina NO ENTRY NO ENTRY dɛdɛaina didiaina 

150 green aɭaaɭawina aɺaaɺawina NO ENTRY aɺaʔaɺawina aʔaʔɺawina aɾaaɾawina 

151 many auna auna auna ɡɛʔuna ɡɛʔuna ɡɛʔuna 

152 all maiʔbuana unumaʔ maiʔboʔana NO ENTRY NO ENTRY maiʔboʔada 

153 this kamɛʔ kamɛ kamɛna kamɛnɛ kamɛnɛʔ kamɛnɛ 

154 that kanoʔ kanoʔ kanowɛ kanowɛ kanowɛ kanowɛ 

155 what? ʔɛtoɡa ʔɛtoɡa tɛʔao tɛʔao ʔatɛʔau tɛʔau 

156 who? abɛiɡa abɛɡa abɛɡana abɛɡana abɛiɡana abɛɡana 

157 when? maiʔsana maisaʔ totuta maisana maisana maiʔsana 
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Village 

BASIMA 

Yaya 

BASIMA 

Bederi 

BASIMA 

YP Gwabegwabeya 

ULUA 

Yoridan 

GAMETA 

Seasea 

GAMETA 

YP Seasea 

158 where? mana mana mana mana maʔɛ maʔɛbɛo 

159 yes aijaʔ aijaʔ NO ENTRY ou ʔi ʔi 

160 no kaʔkaiʔ ɡɛbuwa ɡɛbuka kakai ɡɛbuwa kakai 

161 not NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 
162 I lowoʔ ʎowo ʎowo ʎowo ʎowa ʎowa 

163 you (singular) ʔom om om om ʔom om 

164 he NO ENTRY tonina tonina tonina NO ENTRY kanoɛtaninɛna 

165 we two (exclusive) ateɭua NO ENTRY NO ENTRY imatɛawa imatɛjaʔ miʔumalua 

166 you two watɛɭua NO ENTRY NO ENTRY omtɛawa omtɛja maʔumalua 

167 they two siteɭua NO ENTRY NO ENTRY tonditɛawa kanoɛditɛja diʔumalua 

168 we (plural excl.) ʔima ima ima ima ima ima 

169 you (plural) ʔomi omi omi om omi omi 

170 they (plural) tondi tonidi kanoɛdi kanoɛdi kanoɛdi kanowe 
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